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PUBLISHER'S PREFACE 
.\ careful study of the effect on the chool progress of 
individuals and of school classes due lo the pre encc of so 
large a percentage of children of other nationalities is an 
undoubted contribution to American pedagogical literature . 
. \s yet. the means are not at hand to carry such a study to 
completion. There are not yet a\·ailablc instruments for 
measuring school progress so well designed and standardized 
as to detect the exact effects of nationality. There arc 
other factors from which the nationality factor can not be 
so separated as to determine the effect of each on chool 
progress. 
The most significant chapter of this study is hapter 
. c\·en . In it are pre ented facts with regard to mobility of 
pupils. the occupation and economic status of parent , home 
condi,ions. church connection and other relation which 
affect school progre and al o affect the condition under 
which the pupils of different nationalitic mu t do chool 
work. American children should lead in chool progre 
when, as shown in Table XXXIII, forty- even percent of 
all fathers in the profe ions are Americans. Less than one 
third as many are wede , the nationality ranking econd in 
this group. Add to thi the evidence that the language 
difficulty of foreign-born pupil is very real and there cease 
to be much ignificance in moderate difference in chool 
progre sin favor of merican children. 
chool admini trator will find much encouragement in 
the result of thi Ludy for their effort to mericanize the 
children of all nationalities. They can make the schools a 
real "melting pot" for the immigrant without lowering the 
standard for mental ability or for capacity to become good 
citizens. uch is the evidence brought out in this study. 
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CHAPTER I 
I TRODUCTORY TATE IE T 
The value of objective standards as aids to effectiYc 
educational administration is continually becoming more 
evident and accordingly the acquisition of facts which may 
assist in the establishment of such standards is becoming 
more welcome. With the thought of making a slight 
contribution to this literature of administration, the follow-
ing study has been undertaken. 
In facing the enormous problem of assimilating and 
nationalizing the mighty influx of immigrants and their 
ofTspring, the American nation has, incidentally rather than 
intentionally, given over the task to the American public 
'Choo!. In carrying out this serious and stupendou 
obligation, the school has shown a wonderful courage and 
astoni hing resourcefulness. And yet, effectual a have 
been the results when viewed in the large, the event of the 
past two years have brought home the fact that this inci-
dental function of the school has lacked that complete 
fulfilment of purpo e which re ults from carefully planned 
and scientifically developed effort. Clearly, the public 
school is the proper and most efiective agency for keeping 
alive true national spirit in the native born, and for instilling 
it in the new arrival and his children, or, rather, through 
hi children. But when the subject is taken up in a con-
scious and thorough-going manner, it is found to have many 
hitherto unsu pected phases and a pects. One fundamental 
need which appears immediately is that of a more careful 
study of the population itself, in its constituent element . 
Too often, the attitude of administrators of education, 
1 
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e pecially in our inland states, has been to assume the 
position that the onus should be shouldered by the receiving 
ports of debarkation, and by the teachers of the isolated 
settlement known a "Little Italies," "Little Russias, " 
Germanies and the like, scattered here and there through 
the country. As to the rest of the country Americanization 
has not been a matter of defmite study, or considered impor-
tant enough for an application of the facts of population, 
even were they presented in scientific form. Yet the most 
careless peru al of the United tates census reports must 
impre the fact that the element of our population, com-
pri ing 46.2 of the whole, and made up of foreign born 
white , or native born whites of foreign born or mixed par-
entage and of alien whites and dark kinned races of varied 
origin, i quite generally di tributed throughout our land , 
with rather a marked predilection for city and town life. 
urely the imple fact that nearly half of our population is 
made up of per on who are not native born, or children of 
native born parent hould et every uperintendent to 
tudying the compo ition of his own constituency, with 
re peel to its national composition a well as its social and 
economic tatu . Without uch knowledge, how can he 
hope to have hi schools function properly in this great work 
of developing a national con ciou ne ? With the stimulus 
that the war ha given to the study of nationalities and , 
through their presence in our mid t, to the responsibility 
which our nation may come to hold toward the countries of 
their origin, in the impending settlement of the affairs of 
Europe, it should be very easy for every school administrator 
to get at facts which will enable him to attack the problem 
of his community more intelligently. 
\: e are not yet entirely clear ju t how far such an analysis 
of the school constituency should be carried , nor just what 
will be the problems of curriculum and variation of methods 
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occasioned by the discovery of a mixture of nationalities in 
any community. Our theory that the traditional elementary 
curriculum is admirably adapted to every child, of whatever 
origin or capacity, would shut the door to any great varia-
tion resulting from divergent blood strains in the district. 
This th'eory, of course, is constantly defended , as being 
thoroughly democratic and insuring fair play to all. And, 
if it should develop, on studying critically the children of the 
polyglot group whom we are training, that all nationalities 
respond with equal facility and success to thi scheme, then 
there is nothing more to be said. But teachers and super-
intendents are continually making weeping generalizations 
regarding the various nationalities under their care, which 
would seem to imply that there are marked differences in 
capacity and habits of application , a well as in tradition 
and conventions, of such a nature as to require, in a thor-
oughly efficient and scientific treatment of the situation, 
widely varying methods of treatment. When one hears 
such person peak carele sly although a with authority, 
of the "bright J ewi h children" a again t the " tolid 
Scandinavians," of the "persevering cots ' a contra ted 
with "tho e mercurial Iri h," when they proclaim confidently 
"the advantage of the pupil who peak a foreign language 
in the home" as again t the poor unfortunate who e parents' 
sole pos e sion i Engli h, even though pure and undefiled, 
it would eem that uch a ertion hould either be con-
firmed, or a definite quietus be put to unreliable statements 
predicated upon prejudice, superficial ob ervation, or narrow 
range of experience. One great rea on, of course, for such 
careles ness in expres ion is the almost complete ab ence of 
authoritative evidence easily acce ible to check the tate-
ments. 
In view of the situation as outlined, it has eemed e sential 
to make a beginning toward a better under tanding of the 
- ---
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yaried conslituency of our population by means of an 
impartial endeavor lo delermine whelher essential differences 
can readily be delecled , and if so, whelher they are suffi-
ciently marked to require moclificalion in any respecl of 
ordinary educational procedure. The invesligalion has 
thu taken a form which may perhaps be best designated a 
tudy of nationality in its relation to school progress. 
The author wishes to expre here hi deep appreciation 
of the as i tance rendered by the many per ons who have 
made the tudy po ible: to the principals and teachers of the 
chool tudied in Minneapolis and St. Paul; to the graduate 
tudents of the College of Education of the niversity of 
::\-Iinne ota who as isted in the giving of the tests; to Dr. M. J. 
\'an Wagenen, who upervised and checked the statistical 
work; to Prof. G. 11. Whipple, of the University of Michigan , 
who read the manuscript and made many valuable sug-
ge tion ; to the author's wife and mother, who assisted 
materially in collecting and arranging the data; and finally 
to Dr. L. D. Coffman, Pre ident of the niversity of Minne-
ota, who directed and in pired the entire Ludy. 
~ 10••• 
CHAPTER II 
SCOPE AXD FIELD OF THE I Q IR Y 
The investigation of nationality in its relation to school 
progress is practically a virgin field. fr. Leonard P. Ayres, 
in his "Laggards in Our chools" (1909), p. 106, says: 
" .... so far as can be a certained (no facts) at all have 
been cited to show what race succeed best in our schools 
and which ones worst." And now, ten years later, but 
little more can be said. J\Ir. Ayres examined the records of 
some 20,000 pupils in 1- Xew York City school in which 
was given the nationality of the fathers of the children, to 
see whether the nationality of the father eemed to have any 
relation to the questions of retardation and acceleration, 
and decided that there were differences due to nationality. 
He gave it as his belief that "the question of how to handle a 
cotch immigrant child is very different from that of how 
to treat an Italian. The education of an English boy is not 
at all the ame ta k as the educating of a Russian" (p. 106). 
But he is unwilling to commit himself a to any opinion 
beyond the seeming evidence of the tendency quoted, saying 
that the current feeling that outhern European race are 
inferior to the Nor them is by no mean e tablished, and 
clo ing the discussion with the fir t quoted tatement. 
Dr. J. K. Van Denburg, in his "Causes of Elimination of 
Students in the Public Secondary chools of New York City" 
( 1911) measured the actual effects of various po sible cause 
of elimination in the cases of a thousand pupils taken at 
random from those who entered the public high schools 
of ew York City in February, 1906. mong the factor 
determined in thi tudy was the nationality of the pupil's 
father. Using thi a a basis, Dr. Van Denburg found that 
5 
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children of Irish parentage were eliminated first from high 
school, merican next, German next, while Russians were 
most apt to remain in high school to complete the course. 
Another type of study which has been made is that of 
Mr. R. D. Chadwick, principal of the towe grammar school 
of Duluth, Minnesota, in his own school, and published 
in the Journal of Education (Bo ton) Oct. 31st, 1918, under 
the title "Know Your chool." Mr. Chadwick points out 
the problem facing admini trators of school containing a 
polyglot population by tabulating the different nationalities 
represented in his building, ba ed on information given by 
406 pupils regarding their parents. These children represent 
25 pure and 36 mixed nationalitie . There is no attempt 
made to show the relative standing in school work of these 
pupils and , indeed , uch an attempt would have been futile, 
from the fact that there were o few of each nationality 
repre ented in the chool. "or i there any indication that 
any adju tment hould be made in the course of study or 
method of pre entation of the work to meet the needs of any 
of the e nationalitie a contra ted with the others. 
In the urvey of the leveland Public chool , made under 
the direction of Mr. L. P. yres, in 1915, some attention 
wa paid to the nationality factor in the tests given in 
reading. In the volume of the urvey entitled "Measuring 
the Work of the Public chool ," by Dr. Charles H. Judd, 
(\'ol. 10) in pp. 144- 7 a report i made of tests given in oral 
reading in eight merican chools, two Italian schools, three 
Hebrew chool~, and seven Poli h and Bohemian schools. 
However the report qualifie it finding thu : "The results 
hown can be accepted only in a very general way for two 
rea on . The fir ti that the number of schools involved in 
ome ca e i limited. The second i that it is not certain 
in all ca e that the pupil tested from a school in which a . 
given nationality dominated were of that type. The results 
. ~ ...... 
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are, hl)wever, accurate enough to serve in suggesting explana-
tions of some of the earlier results reported for individual 
schools." The results in each school are compared with the 
average scores in the Cleveland chool in general , in oral 
reading, and show that the American schools are superior 
in achievement during the first three grades and from that 
- point on follow the average very closely. Italian pupil are 
seriously handicapped. The children in the Hebrew schools 
are distinctly ahead of the average Cleveland pupils. Poles 
and Bohemians make slow progre s during the first year, 
follow the average closely for the next four and then drop 
below the average during the last three years. But after all, 
the very fact that is indicated in the report, namely, that 
there are two outstanding reason against drawing definite 
conclusions from the re ults quoted leaves a well-defined 
doubt as to the correctne s of the conclu ions, and makes 
but the more evident a need for a careful study of national 
tendencies, and e pecially of tho e where the pupil them-
elve are not under the handicap of foreign birth. Tor 
can definite conclu ion be drawn from grades made in a 
ingle ubject. 
The e tudie quoted compri e the important contribu-
tions to the ubject now available. !early, no one of them 
make any serious attempt to examine into the individual' 
ancestry, or tries to differentiate between the child of parents 
representing only the fir t or second generation in thi 
c~untry, and him who e grandparent were native born 
Americans, and therefore truly merican in ongm. 
There are, of course varying concept regarding the mean-
ing of the word "nationality." It i felt however, that 
there is no need to go into thi subject further than to say 
that in thi study nationality will be taken to mean a group 
of people who peak e entially the ame language, and who 
therefore may be con idered to derive their origin from the 
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geographical division in which that language is dominant. 
Accordingly, the present study has been undertaken with 
the idea of determining whether the factor of nationality 
of school children enters into their progress in school, in so 
far as this can be determined by a comparison of children 
of foreign-born ancestry, with those of distinctively American 
parentage. • 
In order to make such a comparison, a field for the in-
ve tigation hould be a community which has a population 
made up in about equal parts of Americans and of European 
nationalities. Such a combination affords a better basis for 
comparison in that the lack of either American or foreign 
predominance tends to equalize conditions of social develop-
ment, since no one nationality dominates the others. The 
" ....... 
nited States census reports of 1910 name eight cities of 
over 100,000 population in thi country which are made up 
of nearly equal parts of the three classes of inhabitants 
Ii ted in the nationality study of the census, namely, native 
whites of native parentage; native whites of foreign or 
mixed parentage; and foreign born whites. Such cities 
would seem to be the best fields for such comparisons as 
propo ed, for on account of the nearly equal proportions 
of the e three elements, there i no appreciable dominance 
of any one nationality, and so conditions are most favorable 
for uniform development of all. The cities are: Cambridge; 
Detroit; Minneapolis; ewark; ew Haven; Providence; 
t. Paul; Worcester. Before deciding upon any one or 
more of the e cities a a proper field of inquiry, a further 
examination should be made, to determine whether there 
i a sufficient distribution of nationalities to make a com-
parative study possible. The following table indicates 
the character of the population of St. Paul and of Minne-
apolis, as indicated by the Census Reports of 1910: 
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TABLE I 
PF.RC'F:NTAGE OF FOREIGN BORN INHABITANTS OF MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL, 
REUTF.D TO THE ENTIRE NUMBER OF FOREIGN BORN RESIDENTS OF THE 
TWO C!TrES: (UNITED STATF.S CF.NSUS OF 1910) 
Minneapolis t. Paul 
Swedes.............. . .......... 30.8 20 .1 
Germans........................ 10 .1 24.8 
Xorwegians.......... ... . . . . . . . . 19 . 1 7.2 
Canadians . ..................... 8. 7 7. 7 
.\ ustrians.......... . .. .. . . . .. . . . 8.5 10.4 
Russians....................... . 6 .6 7.7 
Irish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 . 3 7 .4 
English............ .. ..... . ..... 3.3 3 .8 
Danes.......................... 2.4 2 .5 
Finns........................... 1.0 0 .1 
. \llOthers. .. . .......... . ....... 6.2 8 3 
1~~~~~~~·1-~~~~~~ 
100 .0 100.0 
The outstanding characteristic of thi table i , of course, 
the predominance of northern European nationalities. 
However, a more detailed study of the compo ition of variou 
wards and schools brings out a larger actual number of 
southern Europeans than this table would indicate. This 
will develop later in the study. Thus, in several school 
there are, as a matter of fact, enough Italian , Roumanian , 
and Hungarians to make compari ons of some value. 
The figures of actual population in each city are given 
"in Tables n and 111. 
• 
• -~1·· · 
• 
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TABLE 11 
COl'ST!TUENCY OF FOREIGN BORN, AND OF NATl\'E BORN WITH ONE OR BOTH 
PARENTS FOREIGN BORN, POPULATION OF MINNEAPOLIS. (CENSCS, 1910) 
TOTAL CENSUS OF MINNEAPOLIS, 301,408 
ative Born with: 
Nationality 
Foreign Born Both parents 
F. B. 
- umber % umber 
,\ustrian ......... 6,075 7.1 3,958 
Belgian ......... . 63 . 1 25 
Canada French .. .. . 1,637 1.9 1,923 
Canada Others ..... S,877 6 .8 2,423 
Danish . ........... 2,030 2 .4 1,310 
English .... ....... 2,798 3.3 1,697 
Finns ............. 875 1.0 395 
French .. ......... . 293 .3 301 
Germans .......... 8,650 10 . 1 14,798 
Greeks ............ 463 .5 36 
Holland ........... 209 .2 171 
Hungary . . . . .. ... . 1,176 1.4 506 
Iri h .............. 2,867 3..l 7,1 0 
Italian ....... ..... 653 .8 279 
Montenegrins ...... 118 . 1 ······ .. ... 
1 ' orwegian ........ 16,401 19 . 1 14,267 
Roumanians . .... . 1,412 1.6 549 
Russians . .. ....... 5,654 6 .6 2,992 
cotch ............ 1,060 1.2 740 
Swedes ........... 26,477 30.8 22,326 
wi s .... . .. .. . ... 299 .3 302 
Turks ......... .... 2 0 .3 81 
Wei h ............. 213 .2 296 
All Others ......... 358 .4 8,757 
Total ......... 85,93 100 0 85,312 
28 5% 37 .7% 
1 ative whites, native parent , 3 l. 9<'0 of population. 
Xegroes, 0 . 9tti of population. 
One parent 
F. B. 
Number 
530 
45 
1,592 
5,396 
549 
2,951 
66 
300 
6,544 
19 
120 
75 
3,548 
81 
. .. .... .. .. . 
3,603 
8 
225 
919 
3,952 
2 3 
7 
252 
171 
31,236 
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TABLE l!I 
COXSTITt'ENCY OF POPULATION OF ST. PAUL, SHOWING NUMBER OF FOREIGN BORN, 
AXD OF NATIVE BORN WITH ONE OR BOTH PARENTS FOREIGN BORN 
(CENSUS OF 1910} 
ative Born with: 
Xationality 
Foreign Born 
Both Parents One Parent 
F. B. F. B. 
Numher ('f 10 Number 1 umber 
.\ustrian ........... 3,900 6 9 3,405 904 
Belgian .......... . 70 . 1 21 32 
Canada French .... 1.096 I 9 1,20 1,132 
Canada Others .... 3,302 5 8 1,40 2,857 
Danish .......... ... 1,412 2 - 1,193 .r9 
English ........... 2,136 3 8 1,553 1, 20 
F' inns ........... . 73 .1 14 15 
French .......... 276 . 5 244 253 
Germans .......... 14,025 24 8 23,55 ,156 
Greeks ............ 129 . 2 17 16 
Holland .......... . 194 . 3 15 76 
Hungary ........ . 1,9 9 3 5 78- 114 
Irish .............. 4,1 4 7.4 ,79 3, 9 
Italian ............ 1,994 3 - 1,050 92 
:\l ontenegrins ..... . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . .. . . . .. . 
Xonvegians ..... 4,063 7.2 4,001 1,230 
Roumanians ...... 267 . 5 68 4 
R . ussians .......... 4, 59 7 7 2,42 220 
cotch ........... 669 I 2 52 53-
wede ... 11 ,335 20 I 11 ,379 1,926 
, wiss ............. 544 1 0 473 309 
Turks ............ . 202 .4 11 6 6 
\\"clsh .. . ......... 73 . l 79 111 
.\II Others ........ 232 4 6,747 111 
Total ........ 56,524 100 .0 69,231 24,167 
26 .3q, 43 .5% 
Total population of t . Paul, 1910, 21-1,744. 
Native whites, native parents 28 . 7'( of population . 
:'\egroes 1 . 5"0 of population. 
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Tables II and III give an excellent statement of the actual 
number of foreign born and foreign derived inhabitants of 
the Twin Cities, and will be omewhat of an eye-opener to 
those per ons who have imagined that the foreign population 
of the e citie i almo t wholly candinavian. 
The di tribution of the e nationalitie over the cities is 
the next item of intere t, for a comparative stu~y. In order 
to make well-founded comparisons, there should be a 
ufficient mixture of nationalities working side by idc 
in the cla room to make compari on po ible on omewhat 
equal term . The general ituation m linneapoli is 
indicated very clearly in Table IV. 
T.\BLE TV 
DI 'TRlBL'TIO, OP PORJ::IG. BOR:' POPULAT!O. OP MT.'NEAPOLI DY WARD • 
( EN OF 1910) 
•• ATIO. LITY 1----,,....,--...,-------:------:--:--•---
·1--l--V-I  \LI \'Ill~ 
74 169 
14 
rmany ..... 1226 
Hungary ... . 
Ireland .. ... . 
, "orway ..... . 
Roumania ... . 
Russia ....... . 
otland .... . 
weden ...... . 
191 6J 669 
77 413 
XII XIII 
166 21 
51 34 
206490 
273 101 
164 219 
39 2 
441 262 
6 16 
1·2 
........ 
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This .\Iinneapolis table i decidedlyilluminating,e pecially 
to persons who expect to find marked segregation of variou 
nationalities in definite "quarter ." !though there are 
evident certain gregariou tendencies, yet it will be noted 
that every nationality listed, with one exception, i repre-
ented in every ward of the city. It will be noted further 
that the smalle t number of wede living in any one ward 
is 62i; of Germans, 237; of Torwegian, 316; so that of these 
nationalities, at lea t there will be ufficient contribution 
to the schools of any ward in the city to warrant a selection 
of school by wards, without other guide, which would give 
. cope for a very ati factory comparative tudy. a 
matter of fact, the inve tigator' knowledge of ocial and 
economic condition of the city made it po ible to u e thi 
ba. i: a · only a contributing element of hi final choice. 
The di tribution for t. Paul i given on Page 101 ol. 
II of the nited tate en u of 1910 and how a condition 
imilar to that in Iinneapoli .. 
From the e fact of the cen u it appear that the twin 
citie of ~Iinneapoli and t. Paul afford a field broad enough 
for definite conclu ion from a compari on of different 
nationalitie with native merican stock. The di tribution 
of population among the various ward of the e citie proves 
that it i po ible to elect public chool "hich draw from 
localitie in which an adequate number of nationalitie are 
repre ented for uch a compari on. 
The pre ent inve Ligation was accordingly limited to 
chool in the Twin Citie . 
CHAPTER III 
MA NER AND iIETHOD OF THE STUDY 
In order to get al the facts of nationality and progress 
of chool children, co-operation of the school authorities of 
Iinneapolis and St. Paul was asked, and granted for those 
school selected1 a centers of investigation. The schools 
were, in Minneapolis, the Motley ( 2d ward), Grant ( 3d ward), 
Harri on (4th ward), Jackson and Clay (6th ward), Calhoun 
( th ward), Prescott (9th ward), Holland (10th ward) , 
Adams (11th ward), and Bryant (13th ward). In St. Paul, 
the Franklin, ibley, and Van Buren. The records of the 
chool were put at the di po al of the investigator, and the 
1 The principal basis for electing these schools was that of securing repre-
sentation from di tricts of varied social con tituency, and buildings of ufficient 
size to give enough pupil per grade and class for adequate comp1ri ons within 
the school. The Motley chool was first cho en to test the method employed 
in the study, from the fact of a varied constituency, drawn both from a pros-
perous indu trial community and also from the niver ity ection, so that 
children of niversity professor and children of mechanics of foreign origin 
are enrolled in the same cla e . The re ults of the study in this school encour-
aged further study, and the Calhoun and Bryant schools were selected from the 
best residence sections of the city, the Calhoun from the \\'est High District, 
and the Bryant from the immediate neighborhood of the Central High School; 
the Prescott school in Northeast ;\linneapolis, the Harrison , in North ::\linne-
apoli , representing "middle class" di tricts of comfortable homes; the Adams 
in outh Minneapolis, and the Hollind in Northe1st Minnc:i.polis, generally 
thought of a being located in "foreign" districts of the better type; the Grant, 
on the edge of the "Ghetto'' of Xorth Minneapoli , and the Jackson and Clay 
schools, situated in a settlement di trict which draws principally from the slums 
of outh Minneapolis and the " river flat ." 
In t. Paul, it was po ible, on account of the " war conditions,'' to obtain 
access to school through personal acquaintance only. t \s a re ult, it was im-
possible to make a selection based on definite plan, but in matter of fact, the 
schools used showed a very good "sampling" of nationalities, and pro\•ed to 
represent varied social groups. 
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principals of the various buildings ga,·e their hearty co-
operation. Enn though the investigation was made during 
the school year 1917- 18, when the chool were overloaded 
with outside activities and hampered with all orts of inter-
ruptions, yet the investigation was welcomed heartily, both 
on account of the interest manifested in an inquiry of the sort, 
and on account of the fact that the investigator had just 
resigned from the Minneapolis school ystem , and o found 
himself working among friends and recent co-laborers. This 
fact of close co-operation made the results more accurate 
than would have been possible in working with strangers, 
for the personal interest of the principals and teachers 
resulted in a close scrutiny and correction of the question-
naires which were used. In order to get the facts of parentage 
from several thousand cases, a house to house canva s was 
manifestly impo sible ar:d as the facts needed were all 
purely objective, and easily answered through a que tion 
blank , it was felt that the inaccuracies of the u ual question-
naire would be largely eliminated by an arrangement of check 
question , and careful supervision. 
Accordingly the following blank wa prepared, and placed 
in the hands of the pupil : 
PUPIL'S CARD 
t. Xame .......... 2. Age-Years ..... . . i\Ionths ...... 3. Gr.ide ... . 
.i .. ex . . . ... 5. Race (\\'hite, Negro, Japanese) . . . 6. Do you wear 
gl .sses? . . . . 7. Is your general health good? .. . . . Fair?... Poor? .. 
R. Have you had a serious illness during the past year (serious enough so that 
you lost two weeks or more from school)?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
9. Father born in ............. City or County .... State .. Country ... . . . 
10. :\!other born in . . . . . . . . .. . City or County .. . . State .. Country . . . . 
11. Father's father born in. . . . . City or County .... talc .. Country .... 
12. Father's mother born in .... City or County. . State ... Country . 
13. i\Iother's father born in ..... City or County . ... State .. . . Country ..... . 
14. Mother's mother born in . .... City or County . .. . State .... Country ..... . 
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15. Whal IJ.nguage does your father speak at borne? . .. . . . .. .... . . . . . . .. . · · 
16. \ bat language does your mother speak at home? ...... ...... . . . ..... · · 
17. \ bat language, beside English, can you speak? . .. . . . .. . ... . ......... . 
18. \\'hat language, besides English, can you under tand? .... . . ....... . . . . . 
19. How long has your father been in the nited tales? .. . .. .. .. ..... . ... . 
20. How long has your mother been in the nited States? . ...... .. . . ..... . . 
21. How many brothers have you? .... .. 22. Sisters? . . .. . . 23. Are you the 
olde t? .... ... . . . .. ... . . . .... .. ...... . . . ... .. ... ... .... .. ... ... . 
2-l. Jf you are not the oldest, are you the second, third, or where do you come' 
··········· ··· ······· ············· · · ··· ·· · · .... . .... . ....... . ... . 
2 . \\'hat pla es have you lived in beside ~linneapolis? ....... . . ........ . 
... .. ·· ····· ··· ····· ··· · ···· ····· ·· ··· ··· ·· ·· · ······· ··· ··· · . . . .. 
26. Is your father living? ......... . . . .... 27. Your mother? . .. . .. ... . .... . 
2 . If your father i living, what i hi occupation or bu iness? ..... ... . ... . 
29. If your mother help · upport the family, what is her occupation? ....... . 
30. Do you work to earn money? .... . .. 31. What do you do? ... . . . .. . . .. . 
32. What do you make per week? . . . . . .3 . About how much did you earn 
last year?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .3-l. Do you help support the family? 
... . . .... .. .. . . . ... . .... . ....... 3-. Do you pend this money on 
yourself, ve it, or give it to your par nts? . . . . . . . ... . .... . ......... . 
36. D your family own the home? .... 7. Rent? . . ... . ......... . ...... . 
. Whal church does your father belong to (if any)? .... 39. :Mother? . ... . 
40. What other schools in thi city have you allended? . ..... . ... ... ..... . . 
..... ········· ······ ·· ······ ····· ....... . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . ..... . . . 
-ll. In any other town or county? ... ...... . ............•. . ..... . . .. . . . . . 
42. What i your height? ...... . ....... 43. Weight? . .... ... . . . . ........ . 
44. Color of ey ? . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... . . . r. Hair? . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. 
It will be noted that the an wers required are mostly of 
one word, that they are all matters of fact, and not or' 
opinion and in general of a type to call for no great exercise 
of mental effort. The important question 9-14 are checked 
by questions 1 18, by questions 19-20, and by question 
2 ~ and 40. In the case of some religious beliefs, as the Jew , 
questions 38-39 also served as check que tions. Questions 
2-4, 8, 42-43 could be directly checked from the school 
record . Thus the principal objections to the questionnaire 
method are obviated by this system of checks, e pecially 
when it i remembered that the principals and teacher were 
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read) and willing to assi t in giving further information tn 
doubtful cases. But with all of these ·afe-guard , it wa 
thought best to place the blank in the hand · of the pupil 
of the three highe t grade· only, namely the 6th, 7th, and 
8th. 2 " "hen it i understood that in nearly all cases the 
blanks were given to the children and were to be taken home, 
and filled out with the a i tance of the parents, and in many 
cases accompanied by a mimeographed statement from the 
principal explaining the purpo e of the questionnaire, furth r 
precaution will be seen to have been provided again terror. 
High chool pupil were not included in the inquiry for 
the reason that the mo t universal di tribution of national-
ities wa de ired, o that by limiting the inquiry to tho e 
grades in which the compul ory3 law were mo t generally 
in force, thi end wa mo t nearly ecured. Then it wa · 
neces ary that the ubject of study of tho e pupil under 
con ·ideration hould be as far a po ible, the ame. The 
differentiation of the high school cour-e , either junior or 
enior, would prevent thi , so that only chool were cho en 
'The selection of the three highest grade· has an advantage in that the 
early effect:; or language difficulti on the part or the foreign-born are generally 
pre. urned to be largely eliminated, and while the effects of such difiiculti may 
be felt still in the matter of retardation, they will not be so appreciable a factor 
in the hool marks for the grades studied. On the other hand, there i the 
difliculty that the children may have been in the hools so long that national 
or racial differences have been neutralized by the school influence, o that initial 
differences may not per.;ist. In an wcr, it may be said that if no appreciable 
differences are found, the latter upposition may ·igned as one reason for 
such lack of difference. On the other band, if differ nc are found which seem 
to be based upon nationality, the conclusion that there are national differenc 
i definitely strengthened by the fact of the higher grades being used. The 
·equel will bow whether the need for further study of the lower grades i de·ir-
able. 
1 The compulsory age law in :'llinnesota provide that children mu t attend 
school between the ages of eight and fourteen, or if the eighth grade be not com-
pleted, between the age of eight and sixteen. 
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in which there was the greatest uniformity of subject matter 
ofTered to the pupil . 
From the thirteen schools investigated , 2653 question-
naire were collected which were filled out ufiiciently to be 
of ome value in the tudy. As is inevitable in such a can-
va s, all question were not answered on all blanks, so that 
blank which had to be rejected for some studies were yet 
available for others. Accordingly, the number of totals 
in the ucceeding table will not alway agree. In the case 
of compari on with chool mark , al o, the total number was 
not available owing to the fact that in a number of cases, 
the pupil had come from another chool or city so recently 
that hi mark were not available for comparative purposes. 
From the school record were taken the mark made by 
the pupil for the preceding term in each ubject, the age of 
the pupil on entering chool for the current school year 
( eptember 1917), and where it was available, the record of 
health and vital tati tic . thi part of the study was 
made in the second eme ter of the year 1917- 18, the marks 
recorded were tho e given at the clo e of the eme ter just 
completed, and therefore were usceptible of explanation 
by the teacher , where que tion aro e difficult of interpre-
tation. The mark were in mo t ca e given on a monthly 
ba i , o that in mo t chool there were four marks recorded 
in each ubject, indicating the relative improvement or 
retrogre ion during the eme ter in each case. This 
feature wa of e pedal value in evaluating the work of 
repeaters or notably retarded pupils. ha been said, 
principal , teacher and in ome ca e , the school clerks 
and nur e were interrogated by way of explaining cases 
otherwi e baffiing, or by way of checking apparent error . 
The pupils were not interrogated directly by the investi-
. gator, nor were their parents approached, save in isolated 
instances. 
CHAPTER IV 
:\ATIONALITY FACTORS CO 1POSIKG THE 
SCHOOL POP LA TION 
Birthplace of parents and grandparents. 
a. As has been already pointed out, provision was made 
in the investigation for determining the birthplace not only 
of parents, but al o of grandparents of the children under 
observation. This makes it possible to carry the inve li-
gation farther back than is done by the nited tates Census, 
and to determine more accurately the actual origin of the 
school population. That this i important will be shown 
later, when the persistence of foreign language in the home 
of the foreign born is tudied. However, by way of indicat-
ing the immediate origin , the following analysi of the 
birthplace of parent i given: 
, 
2544 cases were reported accurately enough for con ideration. 
809 of the e pupils were children of .\meriran born parent . 
1111 were chil<lren of foreign parents, of "unmixei:l" nationality, 
representing 23 national it ie . 
165 were children of foreign born parents, of "mixed" nationality, 
(e.g., one parent German, the other ~orwegian), repre enting 43 such 
mixtures. 
459 were children of· "mixed" parent (e. g. one American born, 
the other foreign born). There were 22 of these combination . 
b. In view of the great number of groups of parent , and 
the numerous mixtures it seemed wise to go back one 
more generation, and determine how many of the e parents 
were of native born, foreign born, or "mixed" parentage. 
Accordingly the birthplace of grandparent were tabulated, 
thus giving a better index of the true origin of the children 
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than could be determined from the birthplaces of parents 
only. When this tabulation is examined, the real process 
of amalgamation of variou nationalities into one American 
type is seen at its be t, and the process thus exhibited is 
startling even to those who have long accepted as a platitude 
the simile of the melting-pot. The children, 2490 cases, 
are divided into group , in order to how their polyglot origin, 
thus: 
I. All four grandparents born in America. ( ative born.) 
2. Three grandparents born in America, one foreign born. 
:\. Two born in merica, two foreign born, the latter "unmixed." 
4. Two born in America. two foreign born, the latter "mixed." 
5. One born in America, three foreign born, the latter "unmixed." 
6. One born in America, three foreign born, two of the three 
"unmixed." 
7. One born in .\merica. three foreign born, all different nation-
All four foreign born, of the ame nationality ("unmixed"). 
9. Four foreign born, three "unmixed." 
10. Four foreign born, two of one nationality, two of another. 
11. Four foreign born, two of one nationality, two "mixed." 
12. Four foreign born, all "mixed," i.e. of different nationality. 
The result of lhe grouping i a follows: 
Group 1 Total 206 case 1 nationality involved 
" 2 95 " 12 nationalities involved 
" 3 20 " 14 " " 
" 4 49 " 24 " " 
" 5 55 " 8 " " 
" 6 74 " 41 " " 
" 7 8 " 6 " " 
" 8 1,385 " 31 " " 
" 9 65 " 35 " " 
" 10 293 " 69 " " 
" 11 52 " 38 " " 
" 12 0 " 0 " " 
Total 2,490 279 
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Thus it will be seen that there are, in a total of 2490 
children, 279 different sources of origin! This seems almost 
inconceivable, but will become plain on a study of the tables 
of distribution which follow. It will be found interesting 
to notice the varied character of the intermarriages, and the 
way in which national characteristics must of necessity be 
merged into some new type. The nature of that new type 
is , beyond question, the concern of the merican school 
before any other governmental agency. 
A study of the different groupings and mixtures will bring 
out the fact that in a third generation there is still, in a 
majority of cases, a predominance of some one original 
nationality. Where the ancestry is "four parts alike," or 
"unmixed," this is clear. Where there are three grand-
parent of one nation, and only on'e of another, the predomi-
nance of the one is still unquestionable. And when there 
are two grandparents of one nationality, and the other two 
of differing nationalities, the predominance of the two who 
are alike must be conceded. 1 On the other hand, the case 
of two of one nationality and the other two of another may 
be considered as equally mixed, whatever the actual biological 
significance may be. Thi hold true al o, in the few ca e 
where all four grandparents are of different nation . 
For purposes of comparison therefore, it ha eemed wi e 
to form a new grouping of the predominants, and to u e this 
as a basis of comparison as to variou trait , with the feeling 
'Heredity, by J . A. Thomson, l . Y. G. P. Putnam's Sons; London, John 
Murray. 1910. Page 517. ocial Aspects of Heredity. "We have defined 
heredity as the genetic relation between successive generations, and inheritance 
as all that the organism is or has to start with in virtue of its hereditary relation 
to parents and ancestors. . . . The great generalisation known as Galton's 
Law of Ancestral Inheritance, according to which inheritances are on an average 
n;iade up of a half from the two parents, a quarter from the four grandparents, an 
eighth from the great-grandparents, and so on may require some adjustment 
as regards the precise fractions, and in relation to cases of inter-cro sing, 
but the general fact seems to have been well established, and it is eloquent." 
See also pages 50, 51 and 23. 
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that a grouping based upon origin of grandparents will be 
more tru tworthy in making final conclusions, than one 
based on the immediate parentage. The grouping on the 
ba is of predominants is hown in Table v. 
The groups shown in Tables v and vr are numbered 
wherever there eems to be a sufficient number of cases to 
warrant compari ons with reference to grades, school ad-
vancement mark , and other data. The e comparisons will 
be con idered later in the tudy, as the purpose in this place 
i imply to how the varied number of mixture that occur, 
the ways in which intermarriage mingle the blood of all 
nation , and the con equent ocial and educational problem. 
With reference to the econd point, the tables seem to show 
that while intermarriage between northern European 
nationalitie are frequent , the influence of the Ghetto tend 
to keep the outhern European group in a purer tate. 
There arc not enough ca e of non-Jew to indicate whether 
·the intermarriage of outhern Gentile would tend to become 
more frequent than of Jew , although the fact that there arc 
ertain Italian-Iri h and Italian- wedi h alliances might 
indicate a trend toward the ame type of intermarriage as 
more clearly hown for the northern group , wherever 
propinquity occurs. The figure , however, warrant no 
conclu ion , unle the fact of the indi criminate mixtures 
of the northern nation may be con idered a giving a basis 
for rea oning that, given analogou conditions of mixed 
re idence in our citie , the ame mixture would o cur. 
whatever the nationalitie involved. Thi i a sociological 
tudy which i rather a ide from the pre ent inquiry. 
Birthplace of children. 
c. pha e of the problem which can not be overlooked i 
the actual number of children who were themselve born in a 
foreign country, and o may be pre urned to have an even 
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TABLE V 
GROL'PI XG OF SCHOOL CllILDREN BY NATIONALITIES INDICATED BY BIRTHPLACE 
OF GR.11'DPARENTS, 0:-1 A BASIS OF PREDOMINATING COUNTRIES OF 
BIRTH 
I. .\mcricans, four grandparents native born . ............ . .... 206 
three grandparents native born, one foreign born .. 95 
two native born, two foreign born, but in different 
countries . .......... . ....... .. ....... . ... . ... 49 350 
2. Grea t Britain, selected as above: 
Canada.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. 29 
England ............................... . .... 46 
Ireland ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
Scotland ......... . . .. .............. 11 
\\'ales .. ........ . 2 
Equal mixtures within the United Kingdom .. ..... 23 16-
3. Germany 
Luxembourg ............... . 
, witzerland . . . ............ . 
Equal mixture of above 
4. ::\orway .... .. .......... . 
weden . ... ................. . 
6 .. \ustria-llungary 
Austria, including Jews . . . ................. . 
Bohemia ......... . ................ . 
Hungary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Slavonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
lovak . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Equal mixtures of above . ...... . 
i. Roumanian Jews .......... . ............ · · · · · · • · · · · · · 
Ru sian Jews ... . · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · 
9. Poland (German, Russian and .\ m;trian) ................... . 
10. Finb.nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
11. Denmark............ . ...... . 
12. Italy .. . . .. .. . .......... . 
l.l. Belgians, French , Dutch , Greek · .... 
Total ... ... . ...... . ........ . ..... . ...... . 
147 
1 
6 
23 
:1 
21 
12 
I 
40 
4 
l i7 
215 
420 
129 
99 
336 
.1 
45 
22 
9 
2,023 
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TABLE VI 
GROUPING OF SCHOOL CHILDREN BY NATIONALITIES INDlCATED BY BIRTHPLACE OF 
GRANDPARENTS, SHOWING MIXTURES WHERE NO COUNTRY OF BIRTH 
PREDOMINATES 
13. Two American, two Great Britain .............. . ..... . ..... 91 
14. two German ........... . ....... . ............... 64 
15. 
16. 
two orway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
two Sweden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
two others (miscellaneous) .. . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
17. Two Creal Britain, two Germany . ......................... 24 
208 
1 . two. orway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
two others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 5-l 
19. Two German, two orway ............. ..... .............. 14 
20. two Sweden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
two others .................................... 14 
21. Two Norway, two weden... ............. . .............. 78 
22. two Denmark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
two others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Two weden, two others ......... ................. ...... . 
Two Austrian , two others . . . . . . . . . . . ........... ....... . 
B. Two Russian Jew, two Roumanian Jew .... ... .............. 16 
two other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
nclas ified . 
Each grandparent of a different nationality. . .............. . 
24. Xegroes, full blood, or mixed .............................. . 
43 
101 
12 
10 
19 
2 
8 
10 
467 
Predominanls, brought forward from Table V. . . . . 2,023 
Grand Total .. . ........ . 2,490 
greater handicap in their school progress than those who 
are born of foreign parentage in this country. Table VII 
gives the facts for this group. Of the 2490 cases studied, 
but 185 were themselves foreign born. The only country 
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which has a sufficient representation in this class to be in 
any sense important is Russia. Seventy-eight of the 
Russian Jewish children were born in Russia, and nine of 
them were born in England, a total of 87 in all. Of these 45 
were located in the Grant School, and nearly all of the others 
in the Franklin of St. Paul (31 in fact). 
It is hardly necessary to comment further on this table, 
for it will be seen at once that outside of the Jewish group 
TADU: VII 
TABLE Sl!O\\"ING DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS BORN IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES, 
BY SCHOOLS 
School • umber born School Number 
in foreign 
country: 
Adams . ........ . .... 20 
Bryant.. . . .. ....... ... .... 5 
Calhoun . ... .............. 7 
Clay-Jackson . . . . . . . . . .... 23 
Franklin ... .. ............. .43 
Grant. .. .. . . . . .... ·1 
Harrison ..... . ............. 13 
Holland ................ ... . 8 
Motley..... .. ............. 4 
Prescott.. .................. 7 
Sibley.... ................. 2 
Van Buren...... ........... 2 
Total .................... 1 5 
TABLE SHOWil\G DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS BORN IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES, 
BY PLACES OF BIRTH 
Country of Birth 'umber 
Rus ia ... ... ........... ... ..... . 
Canada ......................... 23 
Roumania ...................... . 15 
Norway ...... ... ............... . 15 
Sweden ......................... 11 
England. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 (includes 9 Russian Jews) 
Austria .... ..................•.. 10 
cattering* .......... . ... . ..... . 20 (not more than 3 from any 1 country) 
Total ... ... ............ . .... 1 5 
*"Scattering" includes)taly, Denmark, outh America, South Africa, 
Iceland, Finland, Poland, Germany, et al. 
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there are so few belonging lo any one nationality group or 
lo any one school that there is every ground for the statement 
that the pre ent inquiry is concerned not with the problem 
of teaching the foreignborn, but of administering lo the 
needs of the children of the foreignborn, and to their 
children' children. 
Language persistence in the home. 
d. careful study wa made of the parents who were foreign 
born, in order to di cover whether the language of birth 
per i ted a the language of the home, even after a period 
of year . For thi purpo e, the parents were listed separately 
o a lo get the compari on for both fathers and mothers , 
where they were intermarried with merican or Engli h 
born. Th table which follow give the foreign born who 
peak ngli h in the home-a good sign of their Americani-
zation, in the popular e timate; the native born who never-
thele s peak a foreign language as the home language; a 
grouping of lhe foreign born who cling to their native 
language, howin how many years they have lived in this 
country; and finally, a table showing the compari ons by 
percentage , of the variou nationalitie involved. This last 
table bring in ome urpri ing information. Despite the 
ampaign of propaganda for "Kultur" in merica with the 
Pan- ermanic dream of a German-speaking nited tates 
in the next century, the Germans head the list in acquiring 
the Engli h language as the medium of the home! Of 201 
German parent li ted, 123, or 61.23 speak English habitu-
ally in the home. The next best rec9rd was made by the 
Dane , 26 out of 63 parents speaking English-41.33. The 
poore t showing wa made by the Finns, only one out of 86 
u ing Engli h. The lovaks are not much better, five out 
of i7 having given up the home tongue. nd the candi-
navian , generally con idered to be loyal Americans, do not 
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how up as well as one would expect when only 33% wede 
and 3 2. 3r; X orwegians have acquired the new language a 
a part of their new heritage. These figure mu t be studied 
in th e light of the accompanying stati tic , howing the 
length of time the non-English speaking parent have lived 
in this country. When it is noted that 11 % of the German , 
1 i< ~ of the Swedes, and 19 0 of the orwegians have lived 
in this country over thirty years, and till u e the home 
language in the domestic circle, it mu t be confes ed that 
this one of the generally accepted te t of mericanization 
throws definite doubt upon the real a imilation of the e 
peoples. Even more significant i the case of the American 
born who do not speak Engli h in the home. In nine 
, wedish homes, six orwegian and five German, both 
parents were born in the nited tate but u e the language 
of the old country. Further, in the ca e of 20 native born 
fa ther , and of 64 mother , Engli h ha been dropped (or 
never adopted ) a the home language! The comparative 
influence of the husband or the wife in determining the home 
atmosphere is ignificant in this connection. 
omc ca e of individual homes will make the itualion 
better under tood. A • Torwegian hu band married an 
.-\merican born wife. Altho the hu band ha lived in thi 
country for 35 year , T orwegian i the home language. 
Another ca e is similar save that the hu band ha been here 
29 year . To balance thi i the ca e of an merican born 
husband , of American born parent , who e . ·orwegian wife 
ha been here for 30 years, but till u e the • • orwegian 
language in the home, altho the hu band peaks Engli h at 
home. His independence i not shown by the merican 
husband who e wedi h wife has been here 4 year , and till 
dominates to uch an extent that wedi h i the language ' 
spoken by both at home. A ~ ·orwegian born hu band has 
a cotch born wife. The hu band ha lived in the nited 
-------
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the home 
T,\8LE Ill 
DLR \ill PER 1· TIGE OF 
llEIG. 8011.: P \Rt 
• 'ation lily 
36 6 
·ii 5 
96 12 
2 26 
201 12 
126 10 
63 26 
Finns ..•••.. ......... 86 l 
Roumanian Jc · 2 5 
R ian J ·~ . "26 4· 
Italian_, ••• .n 3 
Avera e ........................ . 
Figure one sho thi comparison in graphic form. 
16.6 
6. 
2 .l 
0 
61.2 
7.9 
41. 
1 1 
1· 0 
5 
21.0 
....... 
'\ \Tiii "11 ITY r \('TOR<; \fl\fl'<hl ·c; Tiff <:; 11001 Port I \TIO.. 21) 
T\DU: IX 
l ' t II hH (I .... FORl.IVI; L.\:\G \C.l. :now . B\" . l \lBt R \ D PERU :\T\G. OF 
l'llllt IG.' llOR . r \Rt· T., WllO RLT.\I. . Till, FORUG TO Gl'E \ Tilt; 
110111: I\ . c;\ ' IGI'., \l.TllOl.:Gll Tlll'i lll\l; 11no I. ,\ F.RI(' \ n.· 
n : \R.' OR IORF. 
\ llH Toi I Parf'nt 10 19 inc 20 2'I 
9 22 
. < 
4 06 
166 114 
1J 12 
I < 
16 
10 IO 
20 1 
u• •2 
11' " r. 
u 
\\·tr . H4 
The table hm con Ju ively thal onl · a fifth of our 
immigrant adopt En li.h a th Ian ua of th h me, and 
that mor than one half will not p ak En Ii h v n after 
they have lived her for ten year or mor . • I r' than that. 
there i a tendency to con tinu the forei n langua the 
home durin the . econd neration, e\· n in th of 
marriage ith one of different nationality. 
The condition i · one that ertainly n ed attention. al-
thou h it i · a qu tion how far the chool can combat the 
tendency, or how far it hould. The mov ment to in i ton 
En Ii. h a· the language of in truction in all hool · will cer-
tainly pro\'e the mo t effecth·e method of dealin with the 
ituation, un1e· the Jaw· go,·ernin naturalization b 
amended to refu:e citizenship to all who are not willin to 
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F1Gl:RL I (on left) 
Sho"·ing comparati\C percentages of foreignhorn parents who >peak 
Engli h in the home 
Neutral zone indicates foreignborn parents who have been in the United 
States !es than 10 years, and speak the foreign language in the home 
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FIGt..RE 2 on r:ght) 
howing comparative per i tence of foreign language in homes of foreign-
bom parents who have lived in the united tale 10 years or longer 
adopt the language of the country a well as it law . Thi 
la t expedient would inYolve in ·i · ting that the wife in the 
home learn the new language as well as the husband who 
need it as an economic necessity. The refu al of many of 
the foreign born women to learn the English language is 
largely re ponsible for the continuance of the language in 
$,,~1·:'; ,_ 
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the home. Another potent factor is the influence of pastors 
of the churches, who believe that the only way in which they 
can maintain their hold on their flocks i to preach in the 
home tongue. 
If the test of fitness for citizen hip were: first, that not 
only the applicant, but .also hi family, were able to speak 
English; second, that the applicant were able to adduce 
proof that he was in the habit of reading newspaper printed 
in English; and third, that if a church attendant, the 
applicant attended services conducted in English, there 
would be quite definite evidence that he was really a imi-
lated. Without such evidence, there would remain a eriou 
doubt. Thus the movement extends far beyond the cope 
of the school. 
CHAPTER V 
ATIO ALITY AND CHOOL PROGRESS 
The comparison of nationality and school progress will 
be considered under three general heads; (1) its relationship 
to retardation ; (2) its relation to acceleration; and (3) its 
relation lo school mark . 
1. Retardation. Ba i of computation. In a study of 
this ort, where there is a de ire merely to make certain 
comparisons between groups of pupils in the same system 
and with no idea of working out a survey of an entire school 
sy tern or of comparing the sy tern with any national or 
ectional tandard of retardation, there is really no need 
for conforming to accepted tandards, or of meeting any 
uniform requirements. Yet, ina much as it was felt that 
the most sati factory re ults would follow an application of 
generally accepted methods unle s they were discovered to 
fall short of giving a satisfactory basis for comparative 
results, the attempt wa made to apply a scientific age-grade 
table which would fit the ituation. As the measure of 
normal age for a given grade hould be refined as much as 
po ible to meet actual conditions, it seemed be t to apply 
the standard of Dr. F. P . Bachman as given in his "Problems 
of chool Admini tration, " under the heading of "Objective 
tandard of Mea urement,' following the general plan of 
the age-grade Table XL, p. 224 where the normal age limit 
of entering the 1 Grade is given as 6 to 6)1, of entering 
the lB as 6)1 to 7, and so on. The normal time for com-
pleting these grades would be 1 , 6 Vz up to 7; for 1B, 7 up 
to 7)1; and so on. These measures are much refined and 
re tricted, when the limits of Grade 1 from 6 to 8, as given 
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by Ayres,' or from 6 to 7, of Strayer,2 are considered. And 
yet when a system is studied which employs half yearly 
promotion, i l is evident that such refined measures come lo 
meet the exact conditions, and arc quite scientific in appli-
cation. Under the eqnditions of Minneapolis and St. Paul, 
where six years is the legal minimum age for first entering 
school, and is commonly interpreted as meaning that a child 
who has reached his sixth birthday is thereby qualified to 
enter school, but one who has not completed his fifth year, 
is not qualified, 1t is evident that the Bachman standard 
would be satisfactory, save only that there should be a 
further refine~ent made to meet the divisions of the school 
year, so as to give an exact measure for completion of each 
grade. By this is meant a determination of the exact age 
at which a child not quite six years of age in eptember, 
would be when he enters school at the second semester of the 
year, and the corresponding age which a child who i too 
young to enter in February would reach when he actually 
enters in September. · Thus, generally speaking, the term 
opens in the first week in September and the second term, 
the first week in February,3 in the Twin Cities. o a child 
entering the First Beginning grade (known in Minneapolis 
and St. Paul as the lB grade) at the age of ix years and no 
month , in eptember, would be six years and five months 
of age when he completed the 1B grade by February 1. 
The child entering the 1B grade on February 1 would be 
ix years and five months old when he completed the grade 
at the close of the year in June. But this latter child would 
be six years and even months of age before he could enter 
1 "Laggards in Our Schools," p. 38. 
2 "Age-Grade Census of chools and Colleges," p. 12. 
•For the school year, 1917- 1 ; in 1918- 19 the :I-quarter system was intro-
duced. 
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the lA Grade in lhe following September. Or to pu l i.L in 
another way, the child who is five years and eleven months 
of age on February 1, and therefore ineligible to enroll, 
would be six years and six monlhs of age, before he could 
begin the 1B Grade legally in September. Therefore, 
to be strictly accurate, one would put the entering age for 
Grade lB in September at from six years to six years and 
seven months, inclusive, and the entering age for Grade lB 
in February as from six years to six years and five months, 
inclusive. This would make the corresponding ages for the 
last six divisions of the elementary grade which were tudied 
in the investigation, range as follows: 
Normal age limits for Minneapolis on Sept. 1, of any year : 
Grade 6B, 11 years, no months lo 11 years, 7 months, inc. 
6:\ , 11 " 7 " to 12 " 0 " inc. 
7 B, 12 " 0 " lo 12 " 7 inc. 
7.\ , 12 " 7 " to 13 " 0 inc. 
8B, U " 0 " lo U " i inc. 
8.\ , 13 " 7 " lo 14 '· 0 inc. 
This "cross section" of lhe age which would be normal 
for any one of the six grades shown is of course based on the 
actual ages which would be normal in accordance with the 
the conditions already indicated, and so the apparent over-
lapping of one month in each successive grade is accounted 
for by the differing times of beginning, i.e., eptember and 
January. This "cross section" was used as a measure of the 
relative retardation or acceleration of the pupils under 
observation, and as has already been said , it is immaterial 
whether it is scientific or not, in view of the fact that all that 
was sought was some agency for determining a rational 
dividing line for comparative purposes. The result proved 
that it was a satisfactory line for the Minneapolis children, 
for out of 2070 cases examined, 854 retardates and 678 
accelerates were found. But when lhe same scale was 
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applied to the .t05 St. Paul cases available, it was found that 
there would be an undue number of retardates and practically 
no accelerates! Therefore, while a uniform scale might be 
of value for comparative tudies of the total m,1mber of 
schools under consideration, yet to draw conclusions con-
cerning groups of nationalities under supposedly constant 
conditions there must be approximately the same number 
of accelerates as of retardates; otherwise a relative com-
parison of the advanced with the retarded pupils or groups 
would be impossible. So a new basis was sought for the 
St. Paul schools. Obviously the simplest way out was to 
take the median age of each grade, and with this as a basis, 
work out a table with the same relative inclusive limits a 
for ~Iinneapolis. This was done, with the following results: 
Normal age limits for St. Paul on Sept. l of any year, ba ed on median ages 
for Gracles vr, VII, vm, in three schools. 
Grade 6B, 11 years, 6 months to 12 years, l month, inc. 
6A, 12 " 1 " to 12 " 6 inc. 
7B, 12 " 6 " to 13 " 1 inc. 
7 .\ , 13 " 1 " to 13 " 6 inc. 
SB; 13 " 6 " to 14 " 1 inc. 
8:\, 14 " 1 " to 14 " 6 inc. 
Trying this table on the 405 cases, there were found 145 
retardates and 166 accelerates- a lightly different per-
centage from the Minneapolis group, but near enough to be 
satisfactory for group comparisons. In the case of each 
city, there was a group of 25% in the "normal age" group, 
as compared with 7 5% who were in the retarded-accelerated 
group. And for the total number of cases from both cities, 
2475, the total retardates were 999 and the total accelerates, 
834. 
1. Study of the Retardates by iVationality Croups. The 
retarded pupils were· grouped under the 25 heads indi-
cated in the division into nationalities according to the 
__ •u•u&»••• 
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predominance of nalionalily as shown by countries of hirlh 
of grandparents, and summarized in Tables v and n. The 
results are hown in Table x following: 
T ,\131.1:: X 
DlSTRTBL'TLON OF RETARDATION ACCORD!XG TO X.\TIONALITY GROUPS 
Group ' ation Total Number Percent 
Cases Retarded Retarded 
1 . S ............ .150 112 32 .0 
2 Grt. Brit. ....... 165 56 .15 l 
3 Germany . .. . ... 177 76 42.9 
4 Norway .. . ...... 215 107 49 . 7 
5 Sweden .. . .. .... 420 173 41 .2 
6 Austria-HungHy. 129 63 48.8 
7 Roumanian Jew. 99 24 24 .2 
8 Russian Jew . . . . 336 153 45.5 
9 Poland ... ..... 38 21 55 .2 
10 Finland ..... : .. 45 22 48 .8 
11 Denmark . ... .. . 22 11 50 .0 
12 Italy . .... . ..... 18 11 61.1 
. 
Total ... 
..... 1 2,014 831 Ave. 41 .2 
Median 47 .2 
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TABLE XI 
IJ ISTR flJ t:TI0 :-1 Of RETARDAT!OX ACCORDIXG TO NATIONALITY GROUPS 
SIIO\\'!NG RETARDATIOX OF " EQUAL MIXTURES" 
-- -
(; roup I :\alions Total Number Percent 
:\o. Cases Retarded Retarded 
13 U.S. & Great Brit. 91 38 41. 7 
1-l Germany . . ... . . ... 64 21 31.2 
15 Norway ... . ... .. . . . . 20 6 30 .0 
16 Sweden .. ...... .. ... 25 7 28 .0 
Ii Great Brit. & Germany 24 7 29 . 1 
18 Norway ...... .... 12 7 58 .3 
19 Germany & Xorway . . 14 6 42 .8 
20 Sweden .... . . .... . .. 15 4 26 .6 
21 Norway & Sweden ... 78 26 35 .9 
22 Denmark .... ...... 14 6 42 .8 
23 Roumanian & Russian 
Jew ....... .. . .... 16 3 18 .7 
24 , egro . . ..... ....... 10 7 70.0 
Total . . ... . .... 383 140 Ave. 36 .8 
Median 33 .6 
The Negroes are included in this group on account of the fact that the cases 
observed all seemed to be of mixed blood. 
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2. Acceleration. It will be readily seen that there are 
definite differences in the percentage of retardation in the 
various groups. But it is desirable to investigate the 
accelerates in the same way, before coming to any conclusions. 
for unless the groups which stand well in respect to retarda-
tion also stand above the average in acceleration, no con-
clusions can be drawn. So a similar comparison of pupils 
accelerated follows: 
TABLE XII 
D!STR!Bt:TION OF ACCELERATION ACCORDING TO N.\TION.\LlTY GROL"PS 
-
I Group Nation Total Number Percent 
Cases ,\ ccelerales Accelera lcs 
l U.S ...... . ... 350 136 38 .8 
2 Great Britain ... 165 551 30 .9 
3 Germany ... 177 67 37.8 
4 Norway .... ... 215 5- 25 .6 
5 weden ........ 420 145 34 .5 
6 Austro-Hungary. 129 27 20 .9 
7 Roumanian Jew 99 51 51.5 
8 Russian J ew ... .. 336 102 30.3 
9 Poland ....... .. 38 5 13 .2 
10 Finland ........ 45 15 33.3 
11 Denmark . . .... 22 9 40 .9 
12 Italy . .... ..... l 6 33.3 
--
Total. . . . ... 2,014 669 33 .2 
l\Iedian 33 .3 
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TABLE XIU 
DISTR!Bt:TION OF ACCELERATION ACCORDING TO NA,TIONAL GROUPS, 
SHOWING ACCELERATION OF "EQUAL MIXTURES" 
. 
(;roup Nations Total Number Percent 
Cases Accclera tes Accelerates 
. 
-13 U. S. & Great Brit. 91 38 41. 7 
14 Germany .......... . . 64 20 31.2 
Li orway .... . .... .. . 20 9 45 .0 
16 Sweden . . . . ... .... . 25 11 44 .0 
17 Great Britain & Ger-
many ...... ' .... . . 24 11 45 .8 
18 Norway . ....... . . 12 3 25 .0 
19 Germany & :\forway . . 14 6 42 .8 
20 Sweden ....... . ... . 15 8 53 .3 
21 Norway & Sweden .. . . 78 30 38.4 
22 Denmark ... . ....... 14 4 28.5 
23 Rouman ian & Russian 
Jew .... ..... . . . -· 16 6 37.5 
24 Negroes ..... ... . . .. 10 3 30 .0 
Total .. . . ....... 383 149 38 .9 
Median 40 . 1 
-
In analyzing these tables ·there will be noted at once a 
very decided difference in range between the groups. Look.-
ing first at the pure national groups, a range of from 24.2% 
to 61.1% is noted in the retardates, and a range of 13.2% 
to 51. 5% in the accelerates. The expected rule of "low 
retardation, high acceleration," does not hold entirely, 
however. With so large a range and so small a number of 
groups, neither the median nor average is a very satisfactory 
measure. However, we see Roumania standing first in 
each list, with only 24.2% retardates, and 51.5% accelerates. 
The United tates is second in low retardation, and third 
in high acceleration. Great Britain is third in reta~dation, 
~-- -------- - -
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but eighth in acceleration. Sweden is fourth in retards, 
and fifth in accelerates, and Germany interchanges with her , 
being fifth in retards, and fourth in accelerates. Poland, 
eleventh in retardate , is twelfth in accelerates, but Italy, 
twelfth in retards, i sixth in accelerates, and Denmark, 
tenth in retards , is second in acceleration. 
fIGliRE 3 (on left) 
Relative retardation of various national groups by percentages of number 
reta:rded to whole number in the group 
i eutral zone shows percentage normal in age-grade distribution 
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FIGURE 4 (on right) 
Relative acceleration of various national groups, by percentages 
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A study of the equally mixed groups gives us some idea 
of the effect of intermarriage. The alliance of Norwegians 
and Swedes produces a distinctly higher percentage of 
accelerates and lower percentage of retardates than in either 
nationality when pure. The Scandinavians, also, seem to 
improve when allied with Americans. The Russian Jews 
also improve as a result of marriage with the Roumanians, 
and the latter improve in percentage of retardation. The 
:N"orwegian Danish alliance is advantageous to the former , 
but not so happy for the latter. In fact , the only Scandi-
navian alliance which doe not show a distinct gain is that 
of the Norwegians with the United Kingdom. Americans 
and Germans do not show a marked tendency in either 
direction, and the same may be said of the Great Britain 
group. 
All in all, there is enough difference between groups to add 
weight to the contention that there is a difference in the 
tendency of nationalities to vary in the matter of retardation. 
Further comment will be re crved until the compari on on a 
basis o{ school marks. 
3. Comparison of national groups on a basis of school marks. 
The method of procedure in ccuring and evaluating the 
chool marks is necessarily to be explained before taking up 
the result of the compari on of nationality group . 
The investigation was made during the second eme ter 
of the chool year, and it was therefore po ible to get acce 
to the teachers' register giving the record of each pupil 
in each subject for the semester ju t clo ed, and al o hi 
final promotion mark, or hi record of non-promotion. There-
fore this record was made the basi of the compari on. The 
marks were transferred directly from the teacher's regi ters , 
and thu had the advantage of being taken from the original 
entries rather than from transcript filed in the principal' 
office, or in a central office. This made for accuracy, and 
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made it possible lo con ult teachers and principal about 
doubtful cases or about seeming incon istencies or incon-
gruities. 
The marks were recorded presumably on a monthly basis, 
but there was no uniform ruling in the schools as to the 
number of entries required for the semester. Thus some 
of the schools entered three marks in each subject for the 
semester, some four and some five. The marks were 
de ignated by letters, except in the case of two St. Paul 
schools. In Minneapolis the symbols were: A, highest, 
B, very good, C, medium, D, poor, F, failure. In a few 
cases a grade of E was given, meaning "cond~tional." As 
the departmental system was used in the last three grades 
in most of the schools, in many cases no average grade for 
the seme ter was given, but the pupil was promoted by 
subject. Accordingly it became necessary to work out an 
index of comparison, that each pupil might be ranked both 
in individual subjects, and in an average of all subjects. A 
ba is was sought which might admit of a definite ranking 
whereby a fine enough unit might be used to prevent an 
undue number of "ties," and after considerable experimenta-
tion, the following plan was adopted: 
In mo t cases, marks were entered three times in each 
ubject for the semester. If the three marks were all "A," 
thus, A- - , the combination was given an arbitrary value 
of 10, on a numerical basis. If the mark for one month was 
" B," one point was deducted. Thus the combinations 
-A-B, A-B-A, B- - , were given a value of 9. In like 
manner the combination A-B-B, B-A-B, B-B-A, A-A-C, 
-C-A, C- -A-, were evaluated at 8. B-B-B, A-B-C, 
-B- , C-A-B, A-C-B, B-A-C, were given lhc value 7, and 
o on for all possible combinations, down to F-F-F, which 
was evaluated 0. similar value was worked out for 
chools which gave four and .five marks per subjecl during 
j 
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the semester. The result was that it was possible to rank 
pupils in each grade and school so that there was surprisingly 
little duplication of grades, or "tieing,'' even in specific sub-
jects, and still less in the averages, in any school. The 
subjects in which there was the greatest tendency to simi-
larity in the grades as igned were the motor activities, manual 
training, domestic science, singing, drawing and penman-
ship. In many schools there was but little attempt made 
at a refinement of grading, or of ranking the pupils in these 
subjects. When the school marks of the children were 
taken from the teachers' registers, the expectation was that 
,·alid comparisons could be made between the progress of 
children in the so-called "formal" subjects of the cour e, 
and the newer "motor activity" group. Thus, it was 
planned to discover what differences, if any, existed in the 
ability to excel in arithmetic, and to do well in drawing or 
in manual training. But when the marks given in the 
latter groups were studie(I, it was found that so little atten-
tion was paid to discrimination between pupil in the 
assigning of marks, that the recorded scale meant almo t 
nothing in the way of discriminating the achievement of the 
child. For example, one class of thirty-three girl in cooking 
in the Seventh B grade of chool No. 8 were, with five 
exceptions, given the grade of "7" on a scale of ten, for the 
semester mark. This condition wa duplicated in the 
various schools in the ubject of penman hip, manual train-
ing, music, drawing and domestic science. In these subjects, 
the school mark merely indicate the fact of the pupil's 
maintaining an average grade of work which justifies hi 
promotion or non-promotion, without any very serious 
attempt to differentiate between abilities or achievements 
of pupils. The re ult of thi unsatisfactory ranking of pupils 
was the complete abandonment of the projected study of, 
relationships between the two differing types of school 
--------- ••wm 
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subjects, even though the "content" subjects were graded 
in a reasonably satisfactory way, as contrasted with the 
"motor" subjects. 
The marks for boys and girls were listed SP.parately in all 
schools, and they were kept separate throughout the investi-
gation. Median and 25 and 7 5 percentiles were then 
calculated for the entire number studied in both Minneapolis 
and St. Paul, for the entire number of schools in each city, 
and for each grade separately, both for the city at large, and 
for the individual school and grade, for boys and girls 
separately. This made it possible to study the individual 
chools in relation to the city at large, and the results of this 
study gave an interesting object les on of the value of such 
a study to a uperintendent or supervisor, and a such is 
worthy to be interpolated here as a contribution to the 
literature of administration, even tho not strictly pertinent 
to the findings of this investigat~n. 
In averaging the grades of the individual, it wa found 
that sufficiently accurate results were obtained by carrying 
the computation to one decimal place only. o in li ting 
the various grades for comparative purpose , thi was the 
method of distribution: 10.0, 9.9, 9. , 9.7, and o on. For 
the Minneapoli chools tudied , the range of averages 
attained by any one pupil in all his subjects ranged from 
10.0, the highest, made by two girl , out of a total of 2076 
pupil (boy and girl ) tudied, down to 0.4, made by three 
boys out of the 2076 pupil . Within thi range of 97 units , 
there were only four mea ure which had no ca es to be listed. 
It i impracticable to how the di tribution for the entire 97 , 
so a condensed table of distribution and accompanying 
curve i here given in Table XIV and Figure 5. In St. Paul , 
on the other hand, the 409 ca es Ji ted gave a range of from 
9.3 down to 6.7. It will thus be noted that there was a 
much les discriminating series of grades collected in the 
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latter city than the former. In view of the fact that there 
was a more general tendency to retardation in the schools 
studied in St. Paul than in Minneapolis, this is a surpri ing 
record. The distribution of St. Paul grades is shown in 
Table xv and in Figure 6. 
T \ BLE XII' 
DISTRinl"TION OF .ll:ER.I GF. ~!ARKS MADE BY 2,076 Pl'PILS IN GRADES 
6n TO 8.1, INCLl"Sll'E, IN 10 MINNEAPOl.IS SCHOOLS, IN ALL STUDIES 
(SUBJECTS) 
. \\·er .. ge ..\ r a rk Boys Girls Total Cases 
9 .6-10 .0 0 16 16 
9 .1- 9 .5 7 44 51 
8.6- 9 .0 22 54 76 
8. 1- 8 .5 43 91 134 
7 .6- 8 .0 57 120 177 
7.1- 7 .5 61 95 l-6 
6.6- 7 .0 96 147 243 
6 .1- 6 .5 99 116 215 
5 6- 6 0 110 10-1 214 
5 .1- 5 .5 107 92 199 
4 .6- 5 .0 101 52 rJ 
4 .1- 4 .5 101 45 146 
3 .6- 4 .0 68 2 96 
3 . 1- 3 .5 5- 24 79 
2 .6- 3 .0 32 15 47 
2 . 1- 2 .5 25 10 35 
1.6- 2 .0 14 5 19 
1.1- 1 5 10 0 10 
0 .6- 1.0 4 2 6 
0 .4- 0 5 4 0 4 
Total . ..... . . l ,016 1,060 2,076 
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FIGURE 5 
Distribution or >Choo! marks, 10 schools or l\linncapolis, 2076 cases 
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The medians for boys, girl , and total number of tudents 
in all grades, and the medians in each grade, a well as the 
percentile marks, are hown ~n Tables XVI and xvrr. The 
determination of these percentiles makes it pos ible to 
compare each school and grade with the entire group studied, 
and reveals any tendencies on the part of any school or 
teacher to grade too far above or below the general tendency 
for the group. Such a study is rarely made by uperinten-
l 
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TAB LE XV 
IJl'TR!Ol'TION OF \\'ERAGE MARKS MADE BY 409 PUPILS IN THR EE 
ST. PAUL SCHOOLS 
.\ veragc Mark Boys Girls Total Case~ 
9 1 9 .3 3 6 9 
8 6 9 .0 17 60 i7 
8 . l- 8 .5 59 88 1-li 
7 .6-8.0 8-l 61 1-15 
7.1- 7.5 22 5 27 
6 7- 7.0 3 l 4 
-- -
- --
---
Total 
· ···· .. . 
188 221 409 
FIGURE 6 
Distribution of school marks, 3 schools of t . P aul, 409 cases 
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dents, and where made will be a valuable aid in evaluating 
the work of individual schools. For this study, it wa 
-------- -
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valuable in determining the basis on which a comparison of 
marks should be made;- whethcr the compari on should be 
made on a basis of a quartile cla sifi.cation of the pupils 
tudied with reference to the quartiles of the entire city 
as a whole, by grades, or to a comparison of their quartile 
TABLE X\'l 
25 PERCENTILE MEDIAN 75 PERCENTILE 
GRADE 
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
----------------
8-A 7 .0 7.7 7 .4 5 .9 6. 6 . - 4 .7 5 .9 5 2 
8-B 6 .2 7 .7 7 .2 4 .8 6 .4 5 .7 3 .7 5 .2 4.4 
7-A 6. 7 7 .8 7 .5 5 .7 6.7 6 .3 4 . - 5.8 5 .0 
7-B 6 .6 7 .8 7 .4 5 .5 6.9 6.3 4 .4 5.9 5 l 
6-A 6 .5 1 .- 7 .0 5 .4 6 .2 5 .7 4 .4 5.0 4 . 7 
6-B 7 .0 7 .9 7 6 6 .0 6 .9 6 5 4 4 5 .2 4 .9 
.\11 Grades 6 . 7 7.7 7 .4 5 5 6 7 6. l 4 7 5 .9 5 2 
PERCENTILES A. "D MEDIA. s OF MARKS ~!ADE rn TEN SCHOOLS OF mNNEAPOLJS, 
AND lN EACH GRADE SEP.\RATELY, FOR BOTH BOYS AND GIRLS 
TABLE X\'ll 
GRADE 
25 PERCENTILE ~lEDIAN 75 PERCENTILE 
Boys Girls Total Boy Girls Total Boy Girls Total 
----------
------
8-A .6 8.6 8, 6 8 .2 .4 .3 7.9 8.2 8 .0 
8-B .2 . 7 8 .5 8 .0 8.3 8 .2 7 .7 8.0 7.9 
7-A 8.4 .8 8 .6 .1 8 .4 8 .3 7 .8 8 .1 8 .0 
7-B 8.3 8.5 8.4 .2 8 .2 8 .2 7.9 7 .8 7.8 
6- 7.9 8 .6 8 .2 7. 7 8 .2 8.0 7 .4 8.0 7.7 
6-B 8 .0 8 .3 8 .2 7 .8 8 .0 7 .9 7 .6 7 .9 7 .7 
All Grades 8 .3 8.6 8 .5 8 .0 8 .3 8 .1 7. 7 8 .0 7.9 
PERCENTILES AND MEDIANS OF MARKS MADE lN THREE CllOOLS OF ST. PA L, AND 
IN EACH GRADE OF THE THREE SCHOOLS BY BOTH BOYS AND GIRLS 
......... 
...... 
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slan<ling in the grade compri ing their school fellows in their 
own school, without reference to the total number of group . 
If there he any great de~iarions from the group medians, it 
is evident that there can be no valid comparisons based on 
the group medians- as is immediately seen on comparing 
Tables XVI and xvn, p. 48, which give St. Paul 7 5 percentile 
as higher than Minneapolis 25 percentiles! It is quite 
evident that the pupils of Minneapolis and St. Paul can not 
be considered as being on an equal basis as regards marks. 
Table XVIII page 50 give the situation in Minneapoli , 
in the ten schools under consideration. It is an interesting 
ituation, from the administrative tandpoint. chool 
deYiating so widely from the median a To. 1, 2, , 9, 
evidently need some attention. It may be that there is 
quite a satisf.actory explanation for the conditions indicated, 
but the principals of the e school are at least put on the 
defen ive. It is quite certain that comparison , based on 
uch figures as we have here, are indispen able to the super-
intendent and are easily compiled in mo t ca e , yet are 
rarely made an instrument of supervi ion. For the purpo c 
of the present investigation the table i equally important. 
It is conclusive in demonstrating that the medians for 
the entire group can not be used for a ba i of our compari on, 
a the standard of school To. 1 is so far removed from that 
of school No. 9 that they might a well be located a thou and 
miles apart as within the limits of the ame city. ltho the 
table does not show thi , it is the fact that the highe t 
ranking pupil in every grade of school No. 9 except the 6A 
and 6B girls, is given a mark lower than the median pupil 
in the corresponding grade of chool To. 1. In the light 
of conditions such as these, for thi tudy the pupils in each 
chool were ranked on a basi of their standing in their own 
class, without reference to the median of any other school, 
or of the group. The mark of the boy and the girls were 
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kept separate in each grade. Each grade in each school 
was, then, divided into quartiles and a quartile rank given to 
• each pupil according to this grouping. In this way , the 
pupil was ranked according to his own environment, and 
his relative position to his school mates was a much more 
natural one, than if he were compared with pupils in schools 
far removed from his own, either geographically or admin-
istratively. The only objection to this arrangement came 
TABLE xnn 
-
8-.\ 8-B 7-.\ 7-B 6-.\ 6-B . .\II 
SCHOOL ~ ,.......,.__ _____,_ 
-----
----"----
---"----
---
Tot,. I 
B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. B. G. 
------
---
---
--------
~o. l 7 .4 .2 7 .4 .6 6 .5 .2 6.5 8 .4 6 .6 6 .8 7 .0 7 . 7 6 .8 8.0 i .4 
2 7 .8 6.8 5 .5 .4 6 .5 6 .6 6 4 7 .0 6 . 7 7.8 7. 7 .3 6 .8 7 .3 7 1 
•J-10 6 .0 6 . 7 -U 6 .7 6 6 7.6 6 .3 7 .0 6 .2 6 .5 6.3 7 .7 6.0 7 .0 6 -
4 5 .2 6 .5 5. 7 6 . 1 .5.9 6 .7 6 .4 6. 7 5 .6 6 .7 7 .0 7. 7 6.0 6 .7 6 4 
5 6.2 6 .. 7 5 . 1 6.4 5.2 6 .4 4.8 6 5 s.- 7 .6 7 .s 6.4 5 .7 6 .7 6 .2 
6 5.4 7.2 4.3 6 .2 5.6 7 .0 4 .7 6 3 4 . 7 7 .5 3.7 7 .2 4. 7 6.9 5.8 
7 5 . 7 6.7 5 .46 .74 5 .8 4 .7 5 .. 3 4 .9 5 .3 5 .2 5 .3 5 .1 5 .9 5 .5 
8 5 .2 6 .4 4 .3 6 . 1 4.5 5 5 5 4 6 .9 5 .0 3.5 5 .2 5 .7 4.9 5 . 7 5 .3 
9 4 .5 5.7 3 0 4 5 3 0 3.1 4467375 .3 4 .8 5 .2 L9 5 . 1 4 5 
OISTRIBGTlON OF MEDIAN MARKS FOR TE:S Ml1"NEAPOLIS SCHOOLS, SHOWING 
MEDIANS FOR BOYS A!<.'1) FOR GIRLS OF E.\CH GRADE, AND FOR EACH 
SCHOOL 
The r.inge of medians for all grades is from 4 . 5 to 7 .4. 
for all boys, i 3. 9 to 6. . 
8-. .\ 
8-B 
7-A 
7-B 
6-A 
6-B 
for al\ girls, is 5 .1 to . O 
boy 4 .5 to 7 .8 girls 
" 
3 .0to7 .4 " 
3.0 to 6 .6 
4 .4 to 6 .5 
3 .7 to 6 .7 
3 .7to7 .8 
" 
" 
5 .7to8.2 
4 .5 to 8.6 
3.1to8.2 
5.3 to 8.4 
3.5to7.8 
5 .2to7<7 
•Schools 3 and 10 are combined under one principal. 
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in th e case of school No. 9, which was predominantly 
Russian Jewish in complexion , so that there was not a much 
meaning lo the rankings as would have been the case with 
a higher admixture of other nationalities. The result 
was rather a ranking of a group of Russian Jews among 
themseh·es, than a comparison with other nations. Of 
course, this would not materially affect the final figures for 
other nationalities, for it would simply swelrtbe number of 
Russians in each quartile, without perceptibly affecting the 
summary. 
I t will, therefore, be understood that the comparison 
following are based upon the quartile distribution of the 
pupils in their respective schools and grades, without refer-
ence to a comparison of buildings or medians based on total s 
from the entire group. 
The same groupings of nationalities are used a in the 
retardates and accelerates, but the number of ca es treated 
will not correspond, in most groups being le s. The reason 
is that there were a number of pupils who, on account of 
having just moved to the city, or having ju t changed 
schools, had not had marks given them in the school under 
que tion, and it was felt that the mark brought from the 
former school would not be valuable as a basis for com-
parison with the present classmate of the child; the rea on 
for this is clear from the discussion of range of marks between 
different schools even in the ame sy tern. In a few ca e 
it was possible to locate ome pupils for marking who had not 
given their ages, or whose ages had to be thrown out from 
the computation of retardates on account of inexplicable 
discrepancies. For these reasons, in two of the smaller 
groups, the number for whom marks are given was one or 
two greater than in the preceding tables. Altogether, 
however, only 2204 cases could be li ted, as again t 2397 
retard ates. 
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TABLE XIX 
lot QUAR- 2d QUAR- 3d QUAR- 4th Qt:AR-
Total GROUP i ation TILE TILE TILE TILE 
Cases 
No. 3 No. Cl 10 No. ~'o No. C' ,o 
--- -- - -- - ----
1 United States 94 30 .2 75 24 .1 78 25 .1 64 20 .6 311 
2 Great Britain 38 26 .4 41 28 .5 34 23.6 31 21.5 144 
3 Germany ... 31 18 . 7 54 32 .5 39 23 .5 42 25 .3 166 
4 Norway . .... 50 25 .0 46 23 .0 60 30 .0 44 22 0 200 
5 Sweden .. . .. 98 24 .4 100 24 .8 110 27 .3 94 23. 4 402 
6 .\ustria-Hun-
gary . ..... 29 26 . 1 30 27 .0 28 25 .2 24 21. 7 111 
7 Roumanian 
Jew ....... 2(, 22 .5 26 29 .2 20 22 .5 23 25. 8 89 
8 Ru ian Jew . 75 24 .5 78 25 .5 78 25 .5 75 24 .5 306 
9 Poland ..... 9 33 .3 6 22 .2 6 22 .2 6 22 .2 27 
10 Finland ..... i 14 .0 16 32 .0 15 30 .0 12 24 .0 50 
11 Denmark ... 4 23 .5 5 29 .4 3 17 .7 5 29.4 17 
12 ftaly .. . . . .. 5 26 .3 3 15 .8 5 26 .3 6 31.6 19 
- -- - -- -
- - - - ----
Totals ... . 460 480 476 426 1,842 
Medians. 24 .8 26 .2 25 . 1 23 .7 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL MARKS BY QUA RTILES AMONG NATIONALITY GROUPS, 
FOLLOWING THE NATIONALITY GROUPS BASED ON BIRTHPLACE OF 
GRA NDPARENTS 
The distribution according to the highest, second, third 
and lowest quartiles of school marks is given in Table xix. 
It is understood, of course, that these rankings are tho e 
made in an average of all subjects carried. 
By way of analysis, two additional tables are given show-
ing the relation of the groups in terms of the highest quartile, 
and of the lowest quartile, as was done for retardates and 
accelerates. 
Before accepting these figures as final, it must be pointed 
out that the most serious factor leading to possible error, 
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TABLE XX 
GROUP ~ation Total QUARTILE I QUARTILE IV Cases 
Cases % Cases ~'o 
I Un ited Sta tes. 311 94 30.2 64 20 .6 
2 Great Britain .. 144 38 26 .4 31 21 .5 
J Germany .. .. . . . 166 31 18.7 42 25 .3 
4 :\'orway ..... . .. 200 50 25 .0 44 22 .0 
5 Sweden .. . .. . .. 402 98 24 .4 94 23 .4 
6 ,\ustro-Hungary. 111 29 26.1 24 21 .7 
7 Roumanian J ew. 89 20 22 .5 23 25 .8 
8 Russian J ew . . .. 306 75 24.5 . 75 24 .5 
9 Polish .......... 27 9 33 .3 6 22 .2 
10 Finland . . . . .... 50 7 14 .0 12 24 .0 
11 Denmark .. . .... 17 4 23.5 5 29 .4 
12 Italy .......... 19 5 26.3 6 31.6 
:\Iedians .... 
. . ··- ...... .. .. 24 .8 .. . ...... 23 . 7 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL MARKS, SHOW! 'G RELATION TO MEDIANS IN FIRST AND 
FOURTH QUARTILES 
aside from the inequality of the marking system already 
noted , is the fact that the nationalities are not distributed 
equally in the various buildings. Even where there is a 
reasonably close distribution between any two given school , 
there is not the same uniformity between the cla ses within 
the schools. o this gives rise to a su picion that the 
results just tabulated , while appearing conclusive, are 
really masking the real situation. Thus, it ha already 
been pointed out that the Grant School has so large a 
percentage of Rus ian J ews enrolled, that the comparisons 
are not between the Russians and the other nationalities, 
but between the Russian them elves, and hence are not 
ignificant. If this same situation, while apparently not 
acute in other buildings, yet exi ts in part, it may be that 
there i no justification for evaluating the groups on the 
--------- ....... 
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quartile plan just adopted. By way of testing the situation, 
two devices were adopted: 
a. Typical comparisons were worked out for schools in 
which the number of pupils enrolled belonging to the larger 
FIGURE 8 (above) 
Relative standing of nationality groups, based on lowest quartile of school 
marks 
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FIGURE 7 (below) 
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groups was sufficient to give comparisons between buildings. 
Such groups appearing most widely distributed were the 
American, Norwegian, and Swedish. In seven schools, it 
was possible to draw comparisons between the American 
and Swedish groups, and the conclusions are shown in 
Table xxr. It will be seen in this table that the higher 
standing of the American group shown in the combined 
table is borne out by the results of five of the seven schools, 
while in two, there is a slight superiority of the Swedish, so 
far as the highest quartile is concerned; in case of the lowest 
quartile, the American group excel in the same number 
as in the first. Thu the general superiority of the American 
group would be substantiated in so far as the wedi h group 
concerned , based on the quartiles. 
TABLE XX! 
COMPAR.\Tl\'E PERCE1'TAGE OF GRO P 1 ( AMERICAN) AND GROUP 5 ( WED!SH) 
PL:PILS IN EACH SCHOJ.ARSl!IP QUARTILE IN THE SEVE!\ SCHOOLS !:'I 
WHICH EACH GROUP IS REPRESENTED BY 15 OR MORE CA ES 
X o. 
Qt: ARTILES 
SCHOOL Group 
Cases I II III !\' 
. \ dams .....•• 1 16 25 .0 31.3 12 .5 1.2 
5 64 29.7 21.9 28 .1 20 .3 
Bryant. ........ 1 73 32 .9 20 .6 2 . 7 17 . 
5 36 30 .6 19 4 1.3 9 36 I 
Calhoun ........ 1 104 30.9 19 . 1 27 .6 22 4 
5 19 31.6 i-.8 31.5 21. l 
Clay-Jackson ... 1 15 26 .7 40 .0 13 .3 20 .0 
5 67 16 .4 34 .3 26 .9 22 .4 
~lotley ...... . . 1 26 42 3 26.9 15 .4 15.4 
s 25 28 0 24 0 2 0 20 0 
Prescott ...... 1 29 34 .5 24 2 20 7 20 6 
s S8 13 .8 25.9 29 3 31.0 
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Table xxn shows a similar comparison for the T orwegian 
and Swedish groups. For these groups it was possible 
to make adequate comparisons in only six schools. In 
three of these, the Swedes have the advantage, and in the 
other three, the Norwegians. The percentages are widely 
variant in the different schools, and when it is attempted 
to make an evaluation between the schools, it is found that 
there is a slight tendency in favor of the Norwegians, but so 
slight that the percentage may be disregarded, and the same 
conclusion drawn as in Table xx, namely, that there is 
practically no difference between the two groups. Thus 
again the data of Table xx seemed to be borne out by the 
second test. It was impo ible to work out similar tables 
for other nationalities, so a further method was employed;-
b. In each school giving enough members of the groups 
already considered, as well as the Russian Jewish group, the 
TABLE XXTI 
COMPARATrVE PERCENTAGES OF GROUP 4 (NORWEGIA:-0) A~D GllOUP 5 (SWEDISH) 
PUPfLS IN' EACH SCHOLARSHIP QUARTILE IN THE SIX SCHOOLS IN WHICH 
EACH SCIIOOL IS REPRE ENTED BY 14 OR MORE CASES 
:'.CHOOL Group Xo. 
Cases 
Q u ART!LES 
--
I ][ ll I IV 
.\dams 4 36 16.7 30 6 25 0 27 .7 
5 64 
Calhoun 4 14 
29 .7 21 Q 28 I 20 3 
21 4 14 .3 35 .7 28 6 
5 19 31 6 15 8 31 5 21 .1 
Cl.iy-Jackson ... 4 46 32 .6 28 .2 21 8 17 4 
5 67 16 4 34 3 26 .9 22 .4 
Harrison . . . 4 15 3.l 3 20 .0 26 7 20 0 
5 .H 24 3 21.2 27 .3 27 2 
H oll.ind . .... 4 31 12 9 25 8 25 8 ,35 5 
5 62 29 0 24 2 29 0 17 8 
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TABLE XXIII 
TAI!LE SHO\\ ING THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF VARIOUS NATIONALITY 
GROt:PS DOING AS WELL OR BETTER THAN THE MEDIAN AMERICAN 
CHILD IN CERTAIN SCHOOLS 
N ATIONAUTY GROUPS 
SU!<JOI. American Swedish Nonvegian Russian Jew 
Cases Med. Cases :\'o. ('f / 0 Cases No. % Cases No. % 
-- - ------- - -- -
- -- - -
Adams ... 15 5 3 63 35 .55 35 16 .45 12 5 .42 
Bryant .. 71 7.2 35 17 .49 13 8 .62 .. . . . . . ... . ... 
Calhoun 97 5 5 19 8 .42 14 5 .36 
······ 
.... .... 
Clay-
Jack>;on .. 15 6. 7 66 28 .42 48 25 .52 . . ... . . . . . .. .. 
Harrison . . . 13 6.4 33 19 .57 15 8 .53 40 17 .42 
Motley ..... 28 7 .5 25 6 .24 12 4 .33 . .... .. .. ... . 
Prescott ... 29 6.6 57 20 .35 11 3 .27 
······ 
.. . . .... 
Sibley .... .. 13 8 .1 20 12 .60 .. . ... ... . ... . ... .. . .... .... 
-
- --
Average ......................... .45 ...... . ... .44 ······ .... .42 
Average without Sibley ... ... . .... . 43 
······ 
.... .... 
······ 
... . .... 
Average of Adams and Harrison ... .56 ... ... .. . . .49 .. .... .... . .. . 
average mark of all the American group enrolled in this 
school was taken. Then it was determined what percentage 
of the other nationality groups named made as high marks 
as the median American child in the school under con-
sideration. Such a compari on was pos ible in nine schools 
for the Swedes, in eight for the orwegians, and in two 
for the Russian Jews. Table xxm gives the results in full . 
It will be seen when an average of the percentages in the 
schools indicated is taken, that 45% of the Swedes in the 
nine schools do as well or better than the median child of 
the American group. Forty-four percent of the Norwegians 
in the eight schools do as well or better than the Americans. 
If we drop out the one school in which the Swedes are 
represented, but the orwegians not, we find the average 
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for the wedes in the eight school is cut to 43%, thu 
falling slightly below the Norwegians for the schools in 
which both are represented, and again substantiating the 
result shown in Table xx, so far as the relative standing of 
the two nationalities is concerned. In the two school in 
which compari on are po ible with the Russian Jews, it 
i found that an average of 42% of this group do as well or 
better than the median American child in the two school . 
In the ame two chool , the median wedi h child doc a 
well or better than the median mcrican in 56% of the case , 
and the median orwegian in 49'7c of the case . Thi· 
relative standing of the related candinavian groups a 
compared with the Ru ian J ewish group agrees with the 
relative standing of the candinavian and J ewi h group a 
shown in Table xx. o the re ult of thi method of evaluation 
indicate that the re ult hown in Table xx are accurate. 
Thu , even without further corroborative evidence which 
will be brought out in hapter VI, the conclu ion may be 
fairly drawn that the American child of the third generation 
will make better chool mark than the foreigner of the 
second or third gen ration. Further comment is re erved 
until the final chapter. 
CHAPTER VI 
ATIONALITY A D OBJECTIVE 
MENTAL TESTS 
i\lthough the conclusions drawn in the previous chapter 
seem to be clear-cut and definite, yet the fact remains that 
in estimating the school marks, there was no common 
standard by which to test the pupils, and the school mark , 
even had they all been given in the same school, would have 
shown the variability which always re ult from the personal 
equation. Therefore the conclu ion was reached that as 
many a possible of the children should be given objective 
tests which would give a common ba is for estimating their 
relative abilitie . If these objective tests tended to cor-
roborate the findings of Chapter V, there would be no doubt 
about the conclusion that national differences exi t. Fur-
ther, if the te ts could be selected on a ba i of requiring 
different abilities and powers of mind, they would go far 
toward showing why the differences already noted exi t, and 
perhaps point out even more profound element in the 
situation. 
Accordingly, a group of tests was collected, which could 
be given as a sort of "omnibus" test to the children a a part 
of their regular school program under as nearly natural 
conditions as could be arranged. The tests finally cho en 
were as follows: 
I. Opposites te t. An opposites test of the familiar form 
was used, this one being devised by Dr. M. J. Van Wagenen, 
of the University of Minnesota. The opposites of fifty 
words were required, with a time allowance of four minutes. 
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II. Language tests. Two of the well known Trabue 
Language Scales were chosen, Scale B, with a time allowance 
of five minutes, and Scale C, seven minutes. For those 
not familiar with these scales, it should be noted that they 
test the ability of the subject in filling out incomplete 
sentences by the addition of such missing words as are 
needed to make sense. 
III. Vocabulary tests. Two tests were given to test 
vocabulary, those chosen being tests devised by Sister 
Jeanne-Marie, of the College of St. Catherine, St. Paul. 
Test III-A and Test I -C were employed. These were made 
up of 56 and 58 words respectively, chosen principally from 
the school histories used in the seventh and eighth grades, 
and were words which may reasonably be supposed to come 
well within the range of the pupil's comprehension. Four 
po sible choices were presented to the pupil for each word, 
and he was to underline the one of the four possible defini-
tions which he thought came nearest to being correct. A 
time limit of seven minutes was fixed for each of these tests. 
IV. Substitution or learning te ts. Two of these tests 
were given, the form used being the type worked out by 
Dr. Van Wagenen, in which the subject is given a key 
showing a group of letters, each letter accompanied by a 
certain number. A list of mixed letters corresponding to 
those in the key is then given, and the subject required to 
write under each letter the number which accompanies that 
letter in the key. He is allowed three minutes for each test. 
He thus tests his speed in learning a new situation, accuracy 
in its application, and speed in the application. 
V. Memory span tests. One of these tests was given, 
in which the subject wrote down a eries of numbers, writing 
each as soon as it was called, as a test of immediate retention 
of digits. A series of five four-digit number:s was first given, 
then a series of five five-digit, than a series of five six-digit 
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numbers, then seven , eight and nine digit numbers. Owing 
to the number of each type given , only one test of this sort 
was used. · 
\ 'I. N umber completion tests . Two test of this sort 
were used, being tests devised in 1918 by Miss Mary Carufel, 
a graduate student of the University of Minnesota, as a 
basi , fo r her Master's thesis. These tests each consisted 
of a series of twenty-five groups of numbers. Each group 
of number was worked out according to a principle by 
which each number was gotten from the preceding accord-
ing to a definite method. The problem of the subject was 
to di cover this principle for each group and indicate his 
success by writing down the number next in order for 
each group or line. Three and one-half minutes were 
allowed for each of these tests. 
\'II . Geometrical forms. Two tests were given to 
test the ability of the pupils in estimating the component 
parts of a miscellaneous group of geometrical figures . The 
tests used were an ingenious adaptation of the form board 
tests used by Binet and his followers, and were developed 
by Mr. Oscar J. Johnson, a fellow in the College of Educa-
tion of the University of Minnesota, who saw ervice 
during the war in the psychological te ting corps of the 
Army. The subject was shown a square, triangle, or 
other figure, and was also shown accompanying it, two or 
more figures, which would exactly fit into the area of the 
larger figure. He was to draw lines in the larger figure 
to show how the smaller figures would fit into the larger. 
Two tests of this type were given, each con isting of seven-
teen forms. Five minutes were allowed for the solution 
of each. 
It should be noted that the time allowance in each of these 
tests save the Trabue, was made shorter than that necessary 
for any but the most exceptional child to complete the test. 
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In this way there was an excellent opportunity to rank 
each child according to his ability in both speed and quality 
of work. Most of the tests have been carefully standard-
ized, and the relation existing between the pairs of similar 
tests or scales is as follows: 
(Pearson coefficient) Trabue B & C, .60- .70 
Number completion, .81 ± 3 
Substitutions, .60-. 70 
Vocabularies, .72 ± 3 
While in general it may be assumed that tests involving 
language abilities are better measures of intelligence than 
non-language tests, yet if tests involving abilities which 
are not dependent upon language can be found which show 
a reasonable correlation with intelligence as shown in school 
marks, one may .conclude that such tests will be safe to 
use as a partial basis of comparison with language tests. 
The four tests chosen for non-language tests were selected 
on the basis of testing different sorts of abilities, while 
at the same time showing a positive correlation with general 
intelligence as evidenced by school marks. Thus, in a 
group of 178 sixth grade pupils in the Minneapolis public 
schools, the substitution test gave a correlation of .205 
with school marks in arithmetic, English, history and 
geography. In the same group, the geometrical forms 
test gave a correlation of .232 with the same marks. With 
a group of 127 ninth grade pupils, in the same system, the 
number completion tests gave a correlation of .246 with 
school marks. This positive correlation with school marks 
was felt to be a definite indication that the four tests selected 
will give at least as high a degree of correlation as any set 
of four short non-language tests might be expected to 
show; and while probably the Trabue, the opposites and 
the vocabulary tests would show higher correlations with 
school marks, they might at the same time be expected 
b u .• .aatt• 
.... ~ 
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to show greater degrees of overlapping. In view of these 
relationships, the fact that the results of the two types of 
tests show marked differences would give rise to a feeling 
that the language element might conceivably be a factor 
in explaining the differences apparently due to nature, 
altho it is impossible to fix any definite degree to which 
this factor enters, and it is not possible to state that it is 
the only factor, or even, perhaps, the most important one. 
The time required to give the entire group of tests was 
found to be one and one-half hours. In order that there 
might be as much variety as possible, to lessen the strain 
of the test and lighten the fatigue element, the tests were 
arranged in an order so that the language and non-language 
tests would alternate. First was given the Opposites Test; 
second, the Substitution Tests; third, the Trabue Scales; 
fourth, the Memory pan; fifth, the ocabulary III-A; 
sixth, the Number Completions; seventh, the Vocabulary 
I-C; eighth, the Geometrical Forms Tests. 
The writer gave a large number of the tests personally; 
but he found it necessary to use assistants, three in number, 
who were recommended by the Department of Educational 
Psychology and proved to be exceptionally capable; in 
order to secure absolute uniformity in the giving of the 
tests, each assistant was furnished with complete directions 
for the conduct of the entire group test; these instructions 
were very explicit, and covered every point which could 
arise in the cour e of the te t, giving the exact words to be 
used by the examiner. As a result of this careful attention 
to minutiae, remarkable uniformity of procedure marked 
the giving of the tests. 
Since the original plan of the investigation did not con-
template the giving of objective te ts, the year 1917-18 
had closed before they could be given. As is well known, 
the fall term of 1918- 19 was almost completely lost in the 
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public schools on account of the influenza epidemic, and so 
the tests were not finally given until just a year after the 
original question blanks were distributed-that is, in :\larch 
and the early part of April, 1919. As the classes had been 
promoted one year, the tests could not be given to the 
eighth graders of 1918, as they could not be segregated in 
the high schools for the purpose. So the tests were given 
to the eighth and seventh grades of 1919, representing the 
seventh and sixth grades of 1918, in those schools which 
seemed to have the best representation of the nationalities 
available for the purpose. Those decided upon were the 
Adams, Bryant, Calhoun, Harrison, Jackson, Grant, Motley, 
and Prescott, all of Minneapolis. The Clay was not visited 
because its sixth graders of 1918 were all enrolled in the 
Jackson, of which it is a "feeder." The Holland was not ~ 
used because there were no elements in its constituency 
which would add to the result obtained in the other schools, 
and the same hold true of the t. Paul schools. In the 
eight schools named, tests were given to about 1600 pupils 
in forty-six rooms. Those tests were then eliminated which 
were written by pupils who had joined the school since the 
previous year, or whose names were not found in the list 
of the previous year. The final tally showed, of the most 
distinctive groups, the following totals: 
Group 1, Americans, 139 
Group 3, Germans, 37 
Group 4, orwegians, 78 
Group 5, Swedes, 159 
Group 6, Austrians, 36 
Group 7, Roum. Jews, 58 
Group 8, Russian Jews, 111 
Group 10, Finns, 28 
Total, 646 
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Of these, Groups 3, 6, and 10 contained too few cases to 
be of value, and were dropped from consideration. This 
left five important groups for final evaluation, forming really 
three main divisions, namely, Americans of at least the 
third generation in this country, Scandinavians, involving 
both orwegians and Swedes, and Jews, made up of the 
two related groups, Roumanians and Russians. A study 
was then made of the relative numbers taken from the two 
grades tested, fo r a predominance of eighth graders in the 
ranks of any one nationality would naturally be expected 
to give it an advantage in the final scoring over the others. 
The study showed the following proportions: 
-
GROUP Cases 
GRADES 
E ighth Seventh % in th 
1 American .. . . .... . 139 85 54 .61 
4 T • orwegian . . ... .. 78 43 35 .55 
.) Swedish . ........ . 159 91 68 .57 
7 Roumanian J ew . .. 58 27 31 .47 
8 Russian J ews . . ... 111 44 67 .40 
It was at once apparent that the American group contained 
too many eighth graders, and the Jewish groups too many 
eventh graders, to make comparisons at all valid . Accord-
ingly, ten American eighth graders, thirty Rus ian Jewi h 
seven th graders and three Roumanian Jewish seven th 
graders were dropped from the number. The Americans 
were picked at random, from each of the schools contribu t-
ing, proportionate to the number represented in each school. 
The Jewish cases dropped were a group in which, through 
some oversight, one of the substitution tests was not given, 
and so in any case, the value of the remaining tests would 
-- - - .......... 
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have been somewhat vitiated on that account. This gave 
the following adjustment: 
GRADES 
GROUP Cases 
Eighth Seventh % in 8th 
1 American ..... . ... 129 75 54 .5 
4 I orwegian ..... .. . 78 43 35 .55 
5 Swedish .......... 159 91 68 .57 
7 Roumanian Jew ... 55 27 28 .SO-
8 Russian Jews .. . .. 81 44 37 .54 
This gave a reasonably close agreement, and represented 
the best approximation which could be made without 
dropping so many cases as to cut the number in each group 
too small to be of value. It should be noted at this point 
that the conditions under which the tests were given were 
made as nearly normal as possible. The principals of the 
various buildings showed themselves more than anxious 
to co-operate in the most effective manner. Therefore it 
was possible to give the tests in the regular school period 
substituting them for the regular exercises of the day. This 
fact was found to produce a favorable atmosphere in the 
room, as a welcome interruption of the ordinary routine. 
Nearly all the tests were given at the opening of the after-
noon session, so that the pupils did not become restless on 
account of previous school duties, nor were they fearful 
lest they be kept beyond the ordinary closing bell. In five 
cases, the tests were given at the opening of the morning 
session. As it developed that the school in which these 
tests were given otherwise scored comparatively low, any 
fancied advantage from the morning hour did not appear 
in the final scores. It was, of course, impossible to allow 
for differences in weather conditions. As a matter of fact, 
most of the days were cloudy, gray days; there was, however, 
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but little difTerence in the temperature of the out of doors 
and indoors as the temperature was adjusted so that the 
rooms stood very close to 70°. The tendency found in 
most rooms was to keep them too warm, so the windows 
were adjusted to secure the proper re ult. Although the 
tests took an hour and a half for completion, there was very 
little evidence of fatigue. In a few cases where restlessness 
developed to a marked degree, as happened in some five of 
the seventh grades, a short calisthenic drill was allowed at 
the close of the sixth test. This was not found necessary, 
in most cases, and in any case did not occupy over three 
minutes. Neither pupils nor teachers were given advance 
notice of the nature or character of the te ts, so that there 
was no opportunity for "coaching," even had there been a 
disposition for this. The fact that it was made clear to all 
principals that nothing in the way of a school survey, or 
of a public comparison of schools, was in progre s, also 
removed any motive for such coaching. In two schools 
located in the better residence districts, the pupils had seen 
some of the sample psychological test published in certain 
popular magazines and manifested their interest in the te t 
given, on account of a fancied familiarity with the tests a 
illustrated in these publication . uch frank expressions 
as these showed pretty definitely that there had been 
nothing attempted in the way of coaching on the part of 
teacher . 
RESULT OF THE TE TS 
The scoring of the papers was done by a committee of 
four persons. Each person was assigned a certain te t or 
tests, and scored all papers in this test. Thu there wa 
definite uniformity in scoring, especially as the mechanical 
means of scoring adopted in accordance with the keys furn-
ished for each test practically eliminated the subjective 
element. 
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The scores in each test were carefully tabulated , and then 
were weighted for comparative purposes. The weights 
were taken arbitrarily, to give comparable figures in each 
case. The raw unweighted scores in the Opposites test 
were used unweighted, as the scores ran from 0 to a possible 
100. The two Trabues were added together, and then 
multiplied by four, giving a range of 0 to 156. The vocabu-
laries were added together, and the raw scores used a 
resulting, giving a range from 0 to 182. These three lan-
guage te ts were then combined, the weighted scores a 
de cribed being added together, and the resultant scores 
tabulated. The two substitution tests were added, and 
TABLE XXIV 
SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS SCORES MADE BY FIVE NATIONAL GROUPS TN 
F.IGllT S HOOLS IN THE THREE LANGUAGE TESTS, OPPOSITES, TRABUE 
AND VOCABULARY 
-
::\ATIONALITY 
CORE ,\mer- .Norwe- wedish Rouman- Russian 
ican gian ian Jews Jews 
360-399 3 0 l 0 0 
34-0-359 9 l 5 1 2 
320-339 10 4 3 l 3 
300-319 14 4 6 5 6 
2 0-299 19 7 14 7 7 
260-279 23 9 17 6 u 
24-0-259 1 8 26 8 11 
220-239 15 16 24 8 20 
200-219 9 13 29 8 4 
180-199 4 9 9 6 5 
160-179 2 3 10 3 7 
14-0-159 3 0 8 0 1 
0- 139 0 4 7 1 2 
-
- - - -
Totals ....... .... 129 78 159 54 81 
Medians ........... 271.4 233.3 234.7 242 .5 242.5 
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not further weighted. The Memory Span raw scores 
were multiplied b)' 10. The two Number Completions were 
added and multiplied by six. The two Geometrical Forms 
were added and multiplied by ten. The e four weighted 
scores were added and tabulated as a basis for estimating 
the ::\"on-Language group of tests. 
Tables xx1v and xxv give the re ults of the test , the 
measures being condensed for convenience of tabulation. 
TABLE XXV 
Sl!Ol\' I:<G GROS. ~CORES l!ADt; BY Fl\'E NAT!O:\'AL GROt:PS IN J::IGUT SCHOOLS I:\' 
THE FOUR NO:\'·LANGU.\GE TESTS, SUBSTITl,;TIONS, MEMORY SPAN, 
NUMBER COMPLET!0::-15, AND GEOMETRICAL FORllS 
---
ATIONALITY 
Score .\mer- Norwe- wedish Rouman- Russian 
ican gian ian Jews Jews 
950-1000 0 1 0 0 0 
90o- 949 4 0 0 0 0 
850- 899 1 2 2 0 1 
800- 849 3 3 5 1 1 
750- 799 7 4 8 4 3 
700- 749 17 8 17 4 7 
650- 699 15 11 II 3 19 
60Q- 649 16 12 26 9 12 
550- 599 24 9 19 9 6 
500- 549 14 6 27 4 9 
450- 499 9 9 14 5 
400-- 449 9 8 17 8 8 
350- 399 9 1 3 2 3 
300- 349 0 2 8 3 0 
200- 299 1 2 2 2 4 
- - - - -
Totals ........... 129 78 159 54 81 
Medians ............. 597.5 605.0 574.1 565.0 607 .5 
\ 
-
-- - - .. 
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TABLE XXVI 
SUlllARY OF RESULTS OF OBJECTIVE TESTS GIVE:< TO FIVE NATIONAL GROUPS IN 
EIGHT SCHOOLS, GIVING MEDIANS, P. E. AND SIGMA VALUES AND LIKEU-
HOOD OF INTERCHANGE OF MEDIANS 
N ATJONALITY 
TEST Ameri- orwe- Swedish Rouman- Russian 
ican gian ian Jews Jews 
Opposites 
1edian ............ 55 .4 46 .8 44 .9 47 .0 46 5 
P.E .......•...... . 9 .9 8.9 9 .3 9.0 10 .1 
sigma .............. 14 .7 13.3 13 .8 13 .4 15.0 
rel. coef .. . ... ...... 1.0 1.2 .8 1.5 1.4 
Trahucs 
Median ............ 105.3 96 .4 96 .7 96 .4 94.2 
P. E ...... .... ..... 10 .9 11 .2 12 .0 11.6 10 .9 
sigma .............. 16 .2 16 .6 11 .8· 17 .3 16.2 
rel. coef ............ 1 .1 1.5 1.2 1.9 1.5 
\ ' ocabularies 
Median ... ...••.... 112 .2 98 .0 98.1 107.0 107.5 
P . E ..........•.... 18 8 22 .7 21.4 20 .5 19 .1 
sigma ........... . .. 27.9 33.6 31.8 30.4 28 .3 
rel. coef ............ 2.0 3.2 2.1 3 .4 2.6 
All Language 
Median . .. ......... 271 .4 233 .3 234 . 7 242 .5 242 .5 
P. E ......... ... •.. 32 .0 33.4 35.9 32 .0 34.7 
sigma ..... .. ....... 47 .5 49 .5 53 .3 47 .5 51.5 
rel. coef . . . . .•...... 3 .4 4. 7 3.5 5 .4 4.7 
Substitutions 
Median ..........•. 154 .9 156 .7 152 .2 149 .5 161.5 
P.E ............... 22 .4 22 .3 22 .2 31 .6 29 .6 . 
sigma .............. 33 .2 33.1 33.0 46 .8 43 .9 
rel. coef . ......•.... 2.4 3.1 2.2 5.3 4.1 
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TABLE XXVI-conlillued 
NATIONALITY 
TEST Amer- Torwe- Swedish Rouman- Ru sian 
ican gian ian Jews Jews 
Memory Span 
Median ... ....... .. 161.2 144 .2 140 .4 163 .3 160 . 7 
P. E ....... ... ..... 30.7 27 .3 27.8 30.0 33.4 
sigma ... . ....... . .. 45 .6 40 .5 41.2 44.5 49 .6 
rel. cocf ............ 3 .3 3.8 2.7 5.0 4.6 
No. Completion 
Median ............ 160 .2 li7 .0 159 .0 171 .0 165 .5 
P. E ... ... . ..... . . . 58 .1 51.5 52 .5 57 .9 56 . 7 
sigma .. ..... . ...... 86.0 76 .3 77 .4 85.8 84 .1 
rel. coef ............ 6.3 7.2 5.0 9 .8 7 .8 
Geom. Forms 
Median ..... . ...... 152 .8 141.4 144 .5 107 .5 105 .5 
P.E ............... 39.2 42 .3 37 .0 35 6 34.9 
sigma ........ . ..... 58 .1 62.8 55 .-0 52 . 51 .8 
rel. coef .. . ........ 4 .2 5.9 3.6 6 .0 4.8 
All on-Language 
Median ... ......... 597.5 605 .0 574 .1 565 .0 607.5 
P. E ............... 2.3 9 .0 87.8 94.5 93 .1 
sigma .............. 122 .0 145 .3 132.6 140 .2 13 .0 
rel. coef . ......... .. 8.9 13 .7 8.7 16 .0 12 .8 
Table xxvr gives· a summary of the results of all the tests, 
in terms of medians, and in this are also included the P. E. 
values, the sigma values, and the "coefficient of reliability" 
or measure of reliability of the medians. Inspection of the 
language tests shows a marked superiority of the American 
group over the other two related groups in every case. The 
close relationship of the two elements of the Scandinavian 
group, and of the two elements of the Jewish group, is also 
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very marked, in each test. In the Opposites and Trabue 
tests, which are e entially mea ures of the general language 
ability of the child, there is very little difference between 
the two foreign divi ions; but in the Vocabularies, which 
tested ability to define word in the child's reading vocabu-
lary, and especially his school reading vocabulary, the 
J ewi h group i definitely better than the candinavian. 
ccordingly the J ewi h group show a corresponding 
advantage over the candinavian, when the compari~on i · 
made of all the language te. ts combined. 
In pection of the non-language te ts reveal a different 
tory. Here the American group di plays no marked 
uperiority over the related group , save in one instance. 
In fact, the merican median i definitely below that of the 
other groups in everal in tances. There is still general 
agreement between the component parts of the two related 
group , but not in o marked a degree, for in the ca e of the 
ub titution , the Ru sian median is decidedly higher than 
the Roumanian, and in the ~'umber ompletion, the. 'or-
wegians quite surpa the wede . Thi latter case wa 
explained by a definitely heavy grouping of the mea ure · 
around the zero mark. Thi re ulted from the fact that 
the instructions given the pupil. proved difficult of com-
prehen ion to a large number, and o in every room te·ted 
there were from one to five who did nothing on this le t. 
Whether this i a factor which hould be given great weight 
i an open que tion. The one ca e which hows marked and 
uniform differences between the group i the Geometrical 
Forms. In thi te t, the American group lead clearly, the 
candinavian group i a clo e econd, and the Jewish groups 
are quite deficient. The tabulation of the combined non-
language tests giw · re ·ults which confirm the statement 
that these te ts do nol show clear-cut differences, taken as a 
group, such as are shown in the language group. Ranking 
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by medians, the order of achievement is: first, Russian Jews, 
second, Norwegians, third, Americans, fourth, Swedes, fifth, 
Roumanian Jews. 
By way of testing the reliability of these medians, in each 
case a "reliability coefficient" is given which is derived 
according to the formula given in Thorndike's Mental and 
ocial Measurements, Page 194, where the P. E. (probable 
error) of the obtained median from the true median is given 
as .6745 a.sigma+i ';;,). This is to be used to indicate the 
probable range of the median, and so to determine the 
likelihood of the median being interchanged with any addi-
tion to or increase in the number of cases. Thu , in the 
Language Group median for the Americans, the median 
2 71.4 may be increased and decreased by the coefficient 
3.4 to indicate the probable range, 271.4 plu 3.4 equaling 
274.8, and 271.4 minus 3.4 equalling 26 .0. Thus the 
probable range of the median is from 278.4 down to 26 .0. 
In the same way, the probable range of the Roumanian 
Jewish group is 242.5 plus or minu 5.4, or a range of 247.9 
down to 237.1. It will be readily seen that the chance i 
very remote of any interchange of median between the 
American and Roumanian Jewish group. On the other 
hand, in the on-Language group, the merican range i 
from 606.4 down to 588.6, and the range of the Roumanian 
Jewish group from 5 1.0 down to 549.0, and of the Ru ian 
Jewish group from 620.3 down to 594. 7. Thu there i 
actual overlapp~ng in the range of the merican and Rus ian 
groups, and only a margin of even points separating the 
American and Roumanians. Here the ignificance of the 
medians can not be pronounced very definite. Another 
way of showing the result of the tables is given in Table 
xxvn. Here the percentage of "overlapping" of the 
various groups with the merican Group is shown. That 
is, the number and percentage of ca es of each group which 
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do as well or better than the median American child is shown 
for each test. 
The table is to be read in thi way: Twenty Norwegian 
children, or 25.6% of the orwegian children, do as well or 
better than the median American child in the Opposites 
Test. Thirty-six Swedes, or 22.6% of the Swedish children, 
do as well or better than the median American child in the 
Opposites Test. Seventeen Russian Jewish children or 
20.9% of the Russian Jewish children do as well or better 
than the median American in the Geometrical Forms Tests. 
Forty-eight Norwegian children, or 61.5% of the Norwegians 
do as well or better than the median American child in the 
Number Completion Tests. While the results are the 
same, this method of stating them may appear more vivid 
than the comparison of medians. 
TABLE ){XVII 
SHOWING UMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF EACII OF FOUR NATIONAL GROUPS WHO DO 
AS WELL OR BETTER TRAN TIIE MEDIAN AMERICAN CHILD IN THE 
VARIOUS OBJECTIVE TESTS 
Amer- Norwegian Swedish Roumanian Russian 
TEST ican Jews Jews 
Med. No. % No. % No. % No. % 
----------------
-
Opposites . . ...... 55.4 20 25.6 36 22.6 13 24.0 19 23.4 
Trabues ......... 105.3 21 26.8 44 27.6 14 25.9 21 25.9 
Vocabularies ..... 112 .2 26 33.3 48 30.1 25 46.2 35 43.2 
All Language ..... 271.4 22 28.2 38 23.9 17 31.4 24 29.6 
Substitutions ..... 154 .9 41 52.5 76 47 .8 24 44.4 47 58.0 
Memory Span .... 161.2 25 32 .0 51 32.0 28 51.8 40 49.3 
No. Completion .. 160 .2 48 61.5 78 49.0 31 57.4 45 55.5 
Geom. Forms ..... 152 .8 32 41.0 70 44.0 14 25.9 17 20.9 
All Non-Language. 597.5 41 52.5 69 43.4 22 40. 7 43 53.0 
-~ . --- - -
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The conclusions from the objective tests are clearly that 
the American child of the third generation is distinctly 
better in all tests requiring language abilities, than the 
children of the foreign torn, or of the second generation 
from the foreign born. In general, it may be as definitely 
said that there are no great national differences apparent 
in the abilities which do not require language knowledge 
or familiarity. The only exception to this is in the case of 
perception of geometrical form, in which evidently the 
racial trend of the Jewish people away from mechanics and 
mechanical ingenuity seems to be productive of a definite 
loss in form-perception. Further conclusions are reserved 
for Chapter VIII. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE NATIONALITY FACTOR I RELATION TO 
OTHER FACTOR AS AFFECTING 
SCHOOL PROGRESS 
Mobility of students. 
a. One marked feature of public school conditions in 
America, and a feature especially marked in the larger cities, 
is the continual shifting of pupils between chools in the same 
city and between localities in general. This restlessn.ess 
of the typical American is without doubt a definite factor in 
the progress, or rather lack of progress, of many children in 
school. The study under consideration has been worked 
out to show the relation of this shifting as it occurs in the 
various nationality groups observed, and is put in tabular 
form in the following pages. 
Two thousand four hundred and twenty-three children in 
Minneapolis and St. Paul were studied in this connection, 
and in Table xxvm the results for the entire group are col-
lected. It will be seen that 521 out of the total number have 
attended school in other cities or towns than the one in 
which they now liv 21. 5 c, or, roughly, one in every five. 
One thou and four hundred eighty-two have attended other 
schools, either in the same district or outside, than the one 
in ·which now enrolled,-61.lo/c, nearly two out of every 
three. Of course, a certain amount of this shifting within 
the system is not the fault of the pupil (or parent), but is 
due to the administration of the system-changing of school 
district boundaries, opening of new buildings, consolidation 
of districts, restricting upper grade work to only one of a 
group of three or more buildings, and the like. · Inspection 
76 
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of the ac tual schools in which the children have been enrolled 
shows that this administrative factor is not important in the 
situa tion in the schools tudied, and this is further accounted 
for by the fact that the schools under observation are, with 
TABLE XXVT!I 
~!OBILITY OF 2,423 Ml:-<'NEAPOL!S AND ST. PAUL SCHOOL CHILDREN, SHOWING 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS THEY HAVE ATTENDED 
Xumber who have attended the school only in which they are 
now enrolled ............... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 941 
~umber who have attended 2 schools both in Minneapolis (or 
St. Paul ) ....... .. ........... . .. . ............... ... ... 555 
3 schools, all local. .. ... ..... . ....... . ....... . .. .. ..... 253 
4 schools, all local . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
5 schools, all local. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 
6 or more schools, all local .. ....... . ............. . ..... 14 
Total. ....... . .... . ..... ... ........... . . ..... 961 
Xumher who have attended 2 school , including the one now 
attended and one outside of the city ...................... 160 
2 outside of the city ........ . ..... . ......... . .......... 41 
.3 outside of the city . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
4 outside of the city................................... 5 
5 or more outside the city ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Total. ..................... . .............. .. . 221 
:'\'umber who have attended one local and one outside of the 
city, in addition to the one in which now enrolled (3 in all) ... 141 
4 in all, local and outside . . . . ............ . ........... . 79 
5 in all, local and out ide .............................. 37 
6 in all, local and outside .............................. 24 
7 or more local and outside .... ... ..................... 19 
Total. .................... ·········· · ···•···· 300 
Total who have attended more than one chool. ........... . 
Grand Total. .......... .. ................•.. . . 
1,4 2 
2,423 
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S(/AIMARY OF TABLE xxvm 
Number who have allended only the school in which they are enrolled .. 941 
Number who have attended two schools ... ........ .... . .. ........... 715 
three schools ......... .". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 435 
four schools . . .. .. .-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190 
five schools. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
six or more schools. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 59 
Total. .... . ...... . . .. . ... . .... ........ ....... .......... 2,423 
Number who have attended no schools outside of the city in which they are 
living .. ... ... . .... ... .... ... ............. . ....... . ........ . .... l,902 
Number who have attended school in other localities besides the one in 
in which they are now living . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 521 
Total. ..... .. . .............. .. ........... .. ... ... ..... 2,423 
one exception, large buildings, which are not "fed" by 
smaller buildings. In this one case (the Jackson, Minneapo-
lis), the pupils were considered, if coming from the Clay or 
Peabody schools, as having been enrolled continuously in one 
building only, and so are not included in the totals just 
quoted. It will be noted that 59 children have each attended 
six or more schools during their school lives. Some of these 
cases are notable. Twelve have a record ranging from 
eight to thirteen schools; all of these are retarded from 
six months to five years, with one exception, and this one is 
lowest in scholarship rank in his class. All but two are 
below median in scholarship, or have not been enrolled long 
enough in the school in question to have received a mark for 
the semester, and so ar"e required to repeat the grade. The 
two exceptions are a girl in the eighth grade of the Sibley 
· School of St. Paul, who had attended seven other schools 
in St. Paul and one outside, was fifteen years and four 
months old, but ranked first in her class; and a girl in the 
sixth A grade of the Calhoun School of Minneapolis, whose 
father was an itinerant photographer; she had attended two 
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schools in 1inneapolis and ten outside, besides the Calhoun, 
and so was fourteen years and two months old before 
completing the sixth grade, altho she ranked second in her 
cla;;s. If these two children can remain static for the 
remainder of their school careers, they will undoubtedly 
be able to make up some time and to graduate from high 
school before twenty years of age, but in the case of the 
other ten, there is no reason to believe that the combination 
of retardation and poor scholarship will result otherwise than 
in their being forced to leave school without completing the 
twelve grades, and in most cases it will mean barely com-
pleting the eighth. 
TABLE XXIX 
SHOWING MOBILITY OF SCHOOL POPULATION, AS DISTRIBUTED BETWEEN •ATION-
ALITY GROUPS 1 TO 121 INCLUSIVE, GIVING NUMBER 
OF CASES 
Group Nation Total No. Att. 'o. Att. No. Alt. 'o. lt. 
Num- Cases only one other other other both 
ber School locals outside local & 
out 
1 United Slates ... 342 124 103 49 66 
2 Great Britain ... 153 6-! 53 15 21 
3 Germany .. . ... . 184 76 76 15 17 
4 Norway ........ 220 81 7 20 32 
5 Sweden ........ 423 198 156 37 32 
6 Auslro-Hun-
gary ......... 118 71 33 10 4 
7 Roumanian Jews 96 40 40 4 12 
8 Russian Jews ... 324 82 181 16 45 
9 Poland .. ....... 29 9 15 1 4 
10 Finland ... .... . 51 23 12 10 6 
11 Denmark .... ... 24 8 10 2 4 
12 Italy ......... .. 18 8 8 0 2 
1,982 784 774 179 245 
--------- - ·- .....-St 
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TABLE XXX 
SHOWING MOBILITY OF SCHOOL POPULATION, AS DISTR!IJUTED DJ::TWEE1' NATION· 
ALITY GROUPS 1 TO 12, INCLUSIVE, GIVING PERCENTAGES OF EACH 
P ERCENTAGE WHO HAVE ATTENDED 
GROUP Total 
Nm1- Nation Cases Present Other Other Other 
BER chool Local Outside Both Lo-
Only chools Schools cal & Out-
side 
--
1 United States ... 342 36.2 30. 1 14 .4 19.3 
2 Great Britain .. . 153 41.8 34.6 9.8 13. 
3 Germany ....... 184 41.3 41.3 8.2 9 .2 
4 Norway ....... . 220 36.8 39.6 9.1 14 .5 
5 Sweden ........ 423 46 .8 36.9 8.7 i .6 
6 .\ustro-Ilun-
gary .. ....... 118 60.2 2 .0 8 4 3.4 
7 Roumanian Jews 96 41 6 41.6 4 2 12.6 
8 Russian Jews ... 324 2- 3 56 .0 4 .9 13. 
9 Poland ......... 29 31.1 51. 7 3.5 13. 7 
10 Finland ........ 51 45 .1 23.5 19 .6 11 .8 
11 Denmark ....... 24 33.3 41. 7 8.3 16. 7 
12 Ttaly ........... 1 44 4 44.4 0 11. 2 
39.5 39 .1 9.0 12 .4 
Tables xxrx and xxx show the distribution of thi 
mobility among the nationality groups, the first giving the 
number of cases and the second the percentages for each 
group. The significant point of these tables is that the 
American group, which i least retarded in general, and 
stands highest in scholarship, also is the most mobile, in 
so far as movement between localities is concerned, although 
they are not as mobile within the sy tern as the Rus ian 
Jews. This shows very definitely that the greater retarda-
tion and less acceleration of other groups cannot be explained 
on the ground that they are more mobile than .t!_10se of 
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.\mcrican ancestry. Il also seems to indicate that the mobil-
ity of American children is attended with less disastrous 
results than in the case of other nationalities. In fact, 
one might work out a very plausible argument to the effect 
that the resourcefulness and adaptability which have come 
to be known as dominant traits of the typical American are 
developed by this very shifting of the school children. 
Occupation of parents. 
b. The occupation of fathers of 1720 pupils were studied, 
and were classified under sixty different heads. For purpo e 
of this study, however, it eemed sati factory to combine 
these under the heads used in the United tates Census, 
namely, Agriculture and Animal Husbandry, fanufactur-
ing and Mechanical Trades, Trade and Commerce, Trans-
portation, Public ervice, Professions, Domestic and Per-
sonal Service, Clerical. 
The only important departure from this classification 
was the addition of n killed Labor as a separate division, 
and a corresponding subtraction from the preceding groups 
of those shown to be engaged in un killed labor. 
A would of cour e be the case in a city, the first group 
is very small. The types of occupation cla ed here are 
nursery and greenhouse owners and employees and, notably, 
a group of Roumanian Jews who are interested in cattle 
raising and dealing on a small scale. There are some market 
gardeners and some retired farmers in the li t. 
The influence of the draft had been felt very lightly in 
the families reported at the time of .the inquiry, for the 
number reported as soldiers or sailors under the heading 
Public ervice was but six. 
uch groups as Manufacturing and Mechanical Trades, 
and Trade and Commerce, are not very enlightening, for 
they include so wide a range of occupation, with so widely 
-- ........ 
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varying abilities required, tha t the relation hip of either 
group to intelligence or to effect on school progress of 
children is not very clear. Some comments will clarify the 
situation somewhat. The large number of Russian Jews 
engaged in trade includes both small shop keepers and 
junk dealers, as well as an appreciable number of peddlers. 
The Swedes engaged in Manufactu ring and 1Iechanical 
Trades are principally engaged in the building trades, 
51 of the 168 being carpenters and building contractors; 
41 more work at other forms of building industry; only 26 
are machinists and iron workers, as contrasted with the 
TABLE XXXI 
SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF FATHERS OF 1,720 PUPILS OF 12 NATIO~ALITIES 
ACCORDING TO OCCUPATIONS. ACTUAL NUMBERS SHOW:-! 
..ci 0 ,,, c:: 
"' :::: ..c:: ·~ u ~ .::> p:: u ·~ '" ., !3 ·n ., ....1 ,,, 
.: .... c:: ~ ., ,.,,. ... 
" 
0 c:: ,,, <: 0 rn ·~ .:a -;a 0 
= '" 
.:a 0. .~ Jl a ·~ u .:a ., ,,, ~ e ·~ a oil "Cl c:: ::0 0 
'" 
0 oil ~ '" '" 
0 0 
., 0 
.... ~ :::: ~ 0 z z z <: t... ~ ~ u 
------------
--- --- -
1 United tates .. . 314 7 63 109 37 8 57 7 u 12 
2 Great Britain ... 130 0 45 22 27 8 11 5 5 7 
3 Germany ....... 164 1 70 29 13 2 10 13 13 13 
4 Norway ........ 183 2 83 25 27 3 14 9 3 17 
5 Sweden ........ 354 7 168 42 58 9 17 18 9 26 
6 Austro-Hun-
gary ......... 98 0 58 4 3 3 0 7 0 23 
7 Roumanian Jews 83 2 31 38 8 0 0 1 1 2 
8 Russian Jews . .. 289 5 99 137 18 5 8 6 3 8 
9 Poland ......... • 0 1 2 7 26 0 13 0 2 1 
10 Finland ........ 45 1 31 3 3 2 1 0 0 4 
11 Denmark ....... 21 1 9 3 2 1 0 2 0 3 
12 Italian . ........ 13 0 0 2 0 0 3 3 0 5 
--- - --- - --- -
-- - - - -
Totals .. . .... 1,720 26 670 414 198 42 121 72 50 127 
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TABLE XXXII 
Sill>\\ l:\C: l'f:R\ENTAGES OF FATHERS OF 1,720 PUPILS OF 12 NATIONALITIES 
ENGAGED IN VARIOUS OCCUPATIONS 
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Cnited States ... 314 2.2 
Great Britain ... 130 0.0 
Germany .. ..... 164 0 .6 
N'orway ........ 183 1.2 
Sweden ........ 354 2.0 
.\ustro-Hungary. 98 0.0 
Roumanian Jews 83 2.4 
Russian Jews ... 289 1.7 
Poland ...... . .. 26 0.0 
Finland ........ 45 2.2 
Denmark ....... 21 4.8 
Italian ......... 13 0.0 
----
Totals ... . . 1,720 1.5 
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20.0 35.0 
34 .6 17 .0 
42 .8 17 .7 
45 .3 13 .6 
47 .3 12 .0 
59 .2 4.0 
37.4 45.8 
34.3 47 .5 
50 .0 0.0 
68 .9 6. 7 
42 .8 14 .3 
0 .0 15 .3 
----
39.0 24.1 
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11 . 7 2.5 l .1 2.2 4.4 4.0 
20.0 6.1 8.4 3.8 3.8 5 .3 
7.9 1.2 6.1 7.9 7.9 7.9 
14 .8 1.6 7.7 4.9 1.6 9 .3 
16.4 2.5 4.8 5.1 2.5 7 .4 
3 .1 3.1 0.0 7.1 0.0 23 .5 
9.6 0.0 0 .0 1.2 1.2 2.4 
6.2 1.7 2.8 2.1 1.0 2. 7 
7 .7 3.8 0 .0 3.8 7.7 27 .0 
6.7 4.4 2.2 0 .0 0 .0 8.9 
9.5 4.8 0 .0 9 .5 0.0 14 .3 
0 .0 0.0 23 .1 23 .1 0.0 3 .5 
------------
11.5 2.4 7 .0 4.2 2.9 7.4 
Austro-Hungarian group, where 25 of 58 in this group are 
machinists, and 12 more are mill operatives; the orwegian 
also contribute more to the building trades than to any 
other industry; the German group contributes the only 
other appreciable number to building. 
Table XXXI gives the actual numbers engaged in each 
occupational group; Table xxxn gives the percentage of 
distribution of each group among the variou occupations; 
Table xxxm shows the proportional number each national-
ity contributed to the total number engaged in each oc-
cupational group. The tendency of merican parents to 
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TAJJLE X.."\'.Xlll 
SHOWING DISTRIBUTIO N 01' OCCUPATION AMONG VARIOUS NATION,\LlTlL~, GIVING 
PERCENTAGES FOR EACH OCCUPATION 
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Agriculture ..... 26 27.0 0.0 3 8 7.7127.0 0.0 7.7 19 .2 0.0 3.8 3.8 0.0 
Mfg.&Mech .... 670 9.4 6 7 10 s 12.4 25. I 8 6 4.6 14 .8 1.9 4.6 1.4 0 0 
Trade .......... 414 26.3 5 3 7 . 1 6 I 10 2 0.9 9.1 33.1 0.0 0. 7 0. 7 0.5 
Transport ...... 198 18 .7 u 7 6.5 13.7 29 3 1.5 4.0 9 1 1.0 1.5 1.0 0.0 
Pub. Service .... 42 19.1 19 .1 4 .7 7 .1 21.5 7 . 1 0.0 12 .1 2.3 4.7 2 3 0.0 
Professions ..... 121 47 . I 9.1 8.3 11 .6 14 . l 0.0 0.0 6.6 0 0 0 8 0.0 2.4 
Dom.&Per ..... 72 9.7 6.9 18 .1 12.S 25 .0 9. 7 1.4 8.3 1.4 0.0 2.8 4.2 
Clerical. .... ... 50 28.0 10 .0 26.0 6.0 18 .0 0.0 2.0 6.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Uns. Labor. .... 127 9 5 5.5 10.3 U.5 20.S 18 .1 1.5 6.3 5.5 3 .1 2 .3 3.9 
--
1,720 
professional and clerical occupation is hown very clearly 
here; the large number of the wedish group in Transporta-
tion is explained by the inclusion of street railway employees, 
section laborer and team ters and delivery men in this 
group. 
It is rather significant that the wedish and Norwegian 
population engages to so slight a degree in the professional, 
clerical and mercantile pur uit ; there would seem to be 
evident a direct connection between this tendency and the 
comparatively slow progre s of the children in school; the 
children of such parentage do not have the same advantage 
in the way of reading matter, are not stimulated to attain 
to a high degree of scholastic proficiency, do not appreciate 
the necessity of application to scholastic work; it is of course 
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commendable that the very necessary and vital trades of 
general construction and building are maintained as one of 
the heritages of Swedish children; but there should be no 
monopoly of such an occupation, so that a clas feeling 
would grow up, by which any one nationality should control 
or dominate in the industry. There would certainly seem 
to be a strong indication that the wedish element in the 
population of the Twin Cities, at least, is not grasping the 
opportunity to profit by education to the same extent as 
other newcomers, such as the Russian Jews. 
Economic status of parents. 
c. An element which is tangible and definite in estimating 
the economic condition of a community is the number of 
citizens in that community who own their homes. In the 
pre ·ent inquiry data were collected from 2365 pupils of 
whom 1936 belong to the 12 nationality group e pecially 
considered. Table xxx1v gives the result of the inquiry. It 
will be noted that the Austrian , Poles, and Finn head the 
list, with very definite percentages in their favor. The 
American and Norwegian groups, on the other hand, rank 
very low in the list. This di po ition of the typical American 
to rent is quite in line with hi restle ne s as shown in the 
tudy of the mobility of the school population; it was 
therefore to be expected, and in general, the two table show 
a very do e relation. iewed in the light of general ocial 
conditions in a large city, the study point ome very definite 
tendencies. The fact of the high ownership of home among 
the Austro-Hungarians is due to the large number of lovaks 
owning their homes. It i the habit of these people to settle 
in rather humble surroundings, and to become permanent 
in uch localities- from the view-point of the merican, to 
stagnate. On the other hand , the well known tendency f 
the Ru sian Jew to progress in the social scale from one 
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environment to a better, finally invading the most exclusive 
residential districts as his financial accumulations permit, is 
not so apparent in the table, as would seem likely- but his 
ownership of home is to be looked on in the light of pecuniary 
investment for quick sale, rather than as a domicile for the 
remainder of his natural life. Therefore, the ownership of 
a home by the Russian means a very different thing from 
the case of the Slovak. It is more nearly an index of· 
improving economic standards. On the other hand, the 
non-ownership of home by the American does not mean a 
correspondingly low economic status, but rather a tendency 
to invest money in other ways than in real estate. It is 
difficult to account satisfactorily for the disparity between 
the Norwegians and Swedes in the table. It may be simply 
TABLE XXXIV 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF EACH NATIONAL GROUP OWNING OR RENTll\G 
TIO MES 
OWNING HOMES RENTING HOMES 
GROUP Nation Total 
0. Cases umber % umber % 
1 United States .. 327 136 41.6 191 58.4 
2 Great Britain .. 151 71 47.1 80 52.9 
3 Germany ...... 180 97 53.9 83 46.1 
4 Norway ....... 213 81 38.1 132 61.9 
5 Sweden ....... 414 200 48 .3 214 51. 7 
6 Austro-Hun-
gary ..... .... 114 79 69.3 35 30. 7 
7 Roumanian I Jews ......... 93 39 41.9 54 58. l 
8 Russian Jews ... 323 167 51.7 156 48 .3 
9 1 Poland ........ 29 23 79 .3 6 20.7 
10 Finland ....... 51 32 62.7 19 37 .3 
11 Denmark ...... 24 10 41.8 14 58.2 
12 Italy ...... ... 17 6 35.3 11 CH .7 
Medians ..... 1,936 47.7 52.3 
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another difference showing that there is not the general 
similarity in the two nations that has commonly been 
assumed. 
This study is not very illuminating in throwing light on 
the subject of probable -school progress. It rather indicate 
that the ownership of the home in a city is not at all the 
reliable economic index it has generally been assumed to b , 
further than to show the dividing line between a tendency 
to thrift, and a condition of definite poverty. It does not 
seem to give that evidence of a home atmosphere conducive 
to scholastic application that is to be expected a an accom-
paniment of the higher economic status in life. 
II ome conditions. 
d. Closely allied with the economic status of the family is 
the general condition of the home: the size of family, presence 
of parents, the tendency to church attendance and religious 
training, are factors which are of importance to the welfare 
of the state, and may have a bearing upon the school life of 
the children. 
One child in every eleven of those tu died ha no father; 
for of 2397 cases reporting, the fathers of 223 were dead, or 
supposed to be dead! There were others who were living 
with the mother alone, indicating a separation from the 
father, but these could not be verified with enough cases to 
warrant a tabulation. It is quite certain that at least 10) 0 
of the children do not have the father's influence in the home; 
the fact that thi condition, as indicated in Table xxxv, i 
worst in the three larger groups, of Germans, wedes and 
Roumanians, in view of the varying records of these three 
groups in the records of scholarship and intelligence, would 
indicate for these three groups that there wa not much 
relationship between the presence of the father and school 
progress. But the absence of the mother may be a more 
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serious factor, for the largest percentage of mothers dead 
is found among the Norwegians and Swedes. Fortunately, 
there are not so many homes vyithout mothers for only one 
child out of every twenty had lost his mother; 106 being 
dead out of the total of 2397. Of the 85 widows who arc 
supporting their families in whole or part, 15 are American 
and 20 are Swede. This is a percentage of 60<'{; American 
widows who are working, as against 4 7% Swedes. Thi 
high percentage of Americans who have left their families 
destitute may be an evidence of the tendency of American 
families to live up their incomes, or it may be the social 
pressure which stresses the desire to maintain a higher 
standard of living than is essential in ca es of other national-
ities. The occupations of these widows will be found in 
Table xxxv. 
TABLE XXXV 
NUMBER OF PUPILS IN EACH NATIONALITY GROLP WITH OJl.'E OR BOTH PARLXT" 
DE.\D 
. 
FATHERS l\l OTilERS Both 
Widows I Total GROUP Talion DEAD DEAD Dead 
No. -- Working Case 
Xo. ('' ,o Xo. '7'0 Xumber 
-- ------
---
-----
1 United •tatcs, .. 25 7 I 16 4 6 1 15 350 
2 Great Britain. ,,. 17 10 ,,) 4 2 4 0 5 165 
3 Germany ... ,, 21 II 8 7 4 0 2 6 177 
4 ::\orway .... , ... 20 9,3 15 6 9 2 7 215 
5 wed en, , , . , .. , 47 11 2 32 7.6 6 20 420 
6 .\us tro-llung.i ry . 10 7 7 J 2 3 0 3 129 
7 Rouma nian Jews II 11. 1 4 4 4 0 1 99 
8 Ru sian J ew ... , 25 7 .4 11 3 ,2 0 4 .336 
9 Poland ... , ... , , . 1 2 6 3 7.8 0 1 38 
10 Finland ,., ... , , . 7 15 5 1 2 2 0 4 45 
11 Denmark , .. , , . , 3 -13. 7 1 4,6 0 1 22 
12 Italy ... ,. , .. ,, . 2 11.1 0 0 .0 0 l 18 
Tm: NATIONALITY FACTOR 
OCCUPATIONS OF 85 WIDOWS WHO ARE WORKING 
Personal and Domestic Service .... 31 
Sewing ... . .......... . .......... 11 
Clerks ..... .............. .. .. .. 8 
Factory Employees ............ . . 7 
tenog. & Book.keeping. . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Boarding or Rooming house . . . . . . .) 
Nurse & Matron. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Canvassers . ... ...... .. •. . ....•. 4 
::\-Iiscellaneous ...... ... .......... 7 
"State Pensions" ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
5 
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The study of the size of family has brought out no new 
facts, but is reported for its bearing on the general situation. 
Two thousand three hundred and fifty-two children re-
ported on this item, and these were carefully checked to 
avoid duplicating pupils in the same family. Duplicates 
were found in 215 cases, so that actually 213 7 families were 
studied. One thousand seven hundred and eighty-six 
of these belonged in the 12 nationality groups shown in 
Table xxxv1, and these show a family of four children to be 
the median number for the group. The largest family 
reported contains fifteen children, an English family; there 
are three of fourteen each, two being English and one Fin-
nish; there are two of thirteen, one Austrian and one Russian 
Jew; and three of twelve each, German, orwegian and 
Finn. There are nine families of eleven each, and then 
the number jumps to thirty of ten each. American -and 
Danish families show a median of three children, Germany, 
Great Britain, Norway, weden and Finland, four each, 
Austrian, Roumanian and Russia, five each, while Poland 
and Italy are most productive with six each. One factor 
of error in this study should be noted. There was a tendency 
to count deceased brothers and sisters1 and a tendency for 
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families is reasonably one of the causes of better school 
progress. In the smaller family, the children have more 
attention, and there is both more time for the mother to 
concentrate her energies on the children, and fewer object. 
for the concentration. 
Five-sixths of the parents studied belong to ome church. 
Three thousand one hundred and thirty-six parent were 
reported, exclusive of the Jews, who were not taken into 
account, as they are already included in the Ru ian Jew and 
Roumanian Jewish groups which have been reported thruout 
this study. Of the 3136 parents 532 belonged to no church. 
One thousand fifty-nine are Lutherans, 456 Roman atho-
Iics, 316 fethodists, 192 Presbyterians, 141 Bapti t, 117 
Protestant Episcopals, 105 Congregationalists, 7 3 Greek or 
Orthodox Russian Catholics, and the re t di tributed 
between twelve other denominations. There are evident 
the expected tendencies for church preference to follow 
national lines. The Lutheran are made up almo t entirely 
of wedes, Torwegians and Germans; the :.Iethodists are 
nearly all American; the Orthodox atholics come from the 
Austrian mixtures; the Bapti t have more wedi h members 
than American, the numbers being 4 and 39 respectiv<;ly; 
the Pre byterians. Congregationali t, and hristian hurche 
are all American; the Prote tant Epi copal about equally 
divided between Americans and English; the Roman 
atholics have their largest membership among the Iri h, 
English, and Canadian group, with the merican , crmans 
and Austrians contributing the next largest group ; all of 
the Italians and practically all of the Poles are Roman 
Catholics. The most significant group is the on-member 
group: here, 165 of the 532 are Swede ; there were 651 
wedes studied; hence 25.4% of the Swedes are not church 
members. The next largest,group are Americans, 84 of 559, 
or 15%; next came the Norwegians, with 57 out of 370, 
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or 15.4%; next, the Germans, with 44 out of 309, or 14.23; 
then the Great Britain group, with 24 out of 252, or 9.53. 
It will at once be seen that this tendency of the Swedes to 
break from the church is much greater than in the other 
nationalities, even of the Americans. The effect on the 
home is without doubt a very real and in the main, unfor-
tunate factor ,in the life of the children. It may well be 
that it is a more direct cause, than at first thought may 
appear, in the unfavorable showing that is made in the 
scholarship and test tables. At any rate it is significant to 
point out the need for a careful study of the relationship 
between church or Sunday School attendance and school 
progress. In Table xxxvII will be found a summary of 
the statistics for the twelve important nationality groups. 
TABLE XXXV1I 
DISTRIBUTION 01!' CHURCH 1IBMBERSHIP 01!' 2,546 PARENTS 01!' 12 NATIONALITIES. 
ACTUAL NUlIBERS SHOWN 
~ "' -:i ., 
"' "' 0. a "' ci. u ~ 
"' ·~ u -:i u ~ ui .; ~ t>O ., 
., 
0 0 0. a .,,,j 
-E a .. 
"' 
;:l i ~ ~ "' ...; 0 .. 0 c.:> z z i-l ~ ~ ~ u c.:> 0 z 
1 United States .. 559 12 62 140 70 39 39 54 0 59 84 
2 Great Britain .. 252 6 112 28 22 10 36 5 0 9 24 
3 Germany ...... 309 121 60 35 9 7 8 5 0 20 44 
4 Norway ....... 370 263 5 20 10 3 1 4 0 7 57 
5 Sweden ....... 651 372 1 32 13 48 2 11 1 6 165 
6 Austro-Hun-
gary .... ..... 210 41 58 0 0 2 0 0 72 21 16 
9 Poland ........ 51 0 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
10 Finland, ...... 80 71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
11 Denmark ...... 33 15 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 14 
12 Italian ........ 31 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------
--- - - ----
2,546 901 375 255 127 109 86 80 73 125 415 
~---------------------· 
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A study was made of the husbands and wives who were 
both church members, but belonged to different sects or 
denominations. But of the total number studied, only 74 
cases of this sort were found, and so, on account of the small 
number, the tabulation is omitted from this study. Such 
a condition, of course, may well be· a disturbing factor in 
the home, although not necessarily so. At any rate, there 
arc so few cases of the sort that they may be con idered 
negligible in this inquiry. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY A D CO CLUSIO~S 
In Chapter V the study of retardation brought out the 
fact that there were differences in amount of retardation 
existing between various national groups. In like manner 
the study of acceleration demonstrated that differences 
existed between these national groups in respect to the 
number of children ahead of their normal place in the grades. 
In general, these two relationships were shown to have an 
inverse agreement, that is, the greater the acceleration, the 
less the retardation. The examination of the marks made 
by these same children in their school work again demon-
strated that there were appreciable differences existing be-
tween the nationality groups. In each of these studie 
there were found to be certain notable facts. The American 
group stood at or next to the head in all of the studies. The 
Scandinavian group stood in a median position as compared 
with the entire number. TM Jewish group showed less 
stability, the Russians in general placing midway between 
the orwegians and the Swedes, but the Roumanians 
exhibiting wide divergences. All indications, however, 
pointed to the conclusion that there were definite national 
differences, but the unreliability of the school marks cast a 
doubt upon the reliability of these conclu ion , even when 
they were based upon the quartile sta·nding of the pupils 
within the same school, and not between different schools. 
Accordingly as a diagnostic measure, in Chapter VI is 
described the application of objective tests to as many of the 
children involved in the original investigation as could be 
readily reached. The result of these objective tests demon-
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strated beyond doubt that the differences indicated in the 
tables of Chapter V persist when the pupils are subjected 
to tests of a uniform nature, given under uniform conditions. 
In fact, the result of the objective tests give more dis-
criminating results even than shown by the comparison of 
school marks. One way of showing this is to compare the 
results of Tables xxm (p. 57) and xxvu (p. 74). In the 
first the percentages of three nationality group doing as well 
or better than the American group in school marks is hown. 
In the other, the same comparison is made for the te ts. 
The advan tage of the tests as diagno tic measures is immedi-
ately seen. for the superiority of the American group on all 
language tests is brought out with tartling empha i , while 
the comparatively slight difference in the non-language 
groups i also clear cut and well defined. Thu the entire 
re. ult of the test is to corroborate the finding of hapter V 
to the efT ect that there are real national difference .. 
But the que tion immediately ari e : • re the e national 
difference inherent? Are they re ult. of the tran planting 
of the foreigner and may they be expected to di appear when 
he has been a imilated? Or are they a combination of both? 
The objective test suggest the answer. The difference 
are mo t marked in the language te ts. All pre entation 
of school work , even in manual training and dome tic cience, 
i dependent on clear understanding of Engli h. Therefore 
it is definitely certain that tho. e pupils who comprehend 
mo t clearly and di tinctly the in truction which i· given 
other thing being equ!ll , will progre the mo t rapidly, and 
acq>mpli h the mo t both in quantity and quality. But 
the e chool mark , which how the differences noted were 
taken in the la t three year of the elementary school cour e, 
when all language difficulties are a sumed by many to have 
disappeared. In fact the great re ult of the te ts is to 
indicate the probability that language difficulty has not 
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disappeared, even in pupils of the seventh and eighth grades. 
The Cleveland Survey Report, already quoted, says on this 
point, with reference to the reading tests (Measuring the 
Work of the Public Schools, P. 144): "The fact that the 
American child is not handicapped by unfamiliarity with 
the English Language gives him a slight advantage during 
the first few years. Italian pupils are seriously handicapped. 
The sections of the city in which these pupils live are such 
that factors other than mere lack of English in the homes are 
probably to be recognized as contributing to the low rank of 
these pupils." And again (P. 147): "Poles and Bohemians 
make slow progress during the first year, follow the average 
closely for the next four, and then drop below the average 
during the next three years. Language handicaps doubtless 
will explain the slow start received in the first grade. There 
are no available data to explain the apparent weaknesses 
in the upper grades." 
The result of the studies herein made show how hasty 
is this judgment that language difficulties disappear with 
the "first few years." The evidence is clear to show that the 
language superiority of the American child places him at an 
advantage during his entire elementary school course, and 
it is fair to conclude, even into the high school. The s·tudy 
in Chapter IV of language persistence in the home further 
corroborates this finding. When the children are obliged 
to use the foreign language in the home circle to so great 
an extent as indicated in that study, it is seen that this 
language situation is bound to persist later than the first 
few years of the child's school life. When the situation 
continues to such an extent tha·t the American born child 
himself continues the foreign language as the home language 
even when he is married and has a home of his own, as was 
shown to be the case in an appreciable number of instances, 
the fact of his language handicap is accentuated, and worse 
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yet, the handicap is perpetuated as a national heritage to 
the third generation, at least. 
The objective tests show other differences. The geomet-
rical forms tests bring out conclusively that there are well 
defined racial difierences in abilities of a constructive nature. 
The lack of mechanical and inventive occupations among 
the Jews is largely explained by their lack of ability to 
handle such situation successfully. The skill of the 
Scandinavians in just such situations is accented. Aside 
from this test, however, no great inherent differences 
between the nationalities are brought out. The American 
holds his own in the comparison, but makes no highly marked 
showing of superiority, a he does in the language tests. 
Our general answer to the question of the future, when all 
of these nationalities are fused into the American stock, and 
really assimilated, i that the disappearance of language 
difficulties will carry with it the disappearance of other 
marked differences among the descendants of these children. 
With reference to the present situation, further, the 
ubsidiary studies aITord evidence to show that certain 
factor , which are ordinarily considered as important, vary 
with the national groups, thus accentuating the finding that 
there are difference between these groups. Thus, the 
American is marked among the other nationalities for his 
mobility-and yet holds his position of priority in the 
school, de pile this generally conceded handicap to effective 
school progress. lo ely related to this are hi tran ii;nt 
home ties, shown by the large percentage of Americans 
who rent their homes, rather than owning them. This, 
again, is popularly supposed to promote retardation and 
poor scholarship-but the American triumphs over this 
supposed handicap. The American parent is most likely 
to be occupied in professional and clerical pursuits, involv-
ing the higher types of merchandising and manufacturing, 
• 
• 
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and this tendency to follow pursuits which require familiarity 
with professional and trade literature is a decided advantage 
to the child, even though this literature is not of a definitely 
educational character. For the habit of reading, even if 
it be simply trade and manufacturing journals and reports, 
implies a familiarity with the niceties of language, and a 
comprehension of its technical and more abstruse uses, 
which has its effect on the vocabulary and language tone of 
the home. Here again the language superiority of the 
American has an explanation as well as a verification. 
The general study has brought out incidentally the 
imperative need of greater uniformity in the system em-
ployed to mark the school progress of the children. It has 
shown that within a school system favorably known thruout 
the country for its modern methods of handling school 
problems, very great divergences exist in the method of 
marking the school progress of the children. So, just as 
the study has pointed out a method by which the superin-
tendent may discover different standards of marking in 
hi school buildings, it also demonstrates how he may, by 
the use of objective tests, determine whether such diJTerences 
as are apparent are justified by the abilities of the children 
in these chools. An illustration of this is shown in the result 
of evaluating the result of the objective tests in Schools 1, 
, and 9, which are respectively the highest, the next to the 
lowest, and the lowest in the medians reported in Table 
XVIII, p. 50, for the relative school marks given in these 
schools. The results of the tests in these schools, raw 
cores reported, is as follows: Averages of all groups-
School Opp. Trab. Vocab. ubst. l\Iem. No. Geom. 
Sp. Comp. Forms 
---
------
1 49.7 12.6 56.9 74.9 15 .2 12 .3 7.1 
8 57 .3 13 .3 58.1 79.9 16.1 12 .5 8.2 
9 45.9 11.S 54.4 71.0 16.4 10.1 5.5 
~--------------------------· 
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This comparison shows conclusively that there is no 
justification for School No. 1 adopting a higher scale of 
grading its pupils than is used in School No. 8, which 
ac tually surpasses it in every te t. There is more justifica-
tion for the low marking median shown in chool No. 9, 
but not enough difference to justify the great divergence of 
the school from the school median shown in Table xv111. 
Accordingly the objective test proves its utility once more 
as a supervisory instrument. 
General Conclusions: 
While the investigation has developed primarily into the 
consideration of an administrative problem for the school 
superintendent, yet there are also pertinent conclu ions for 
the general reader, and most significant indications of 
necessary procedure for the citizen who is really concerned 
about the problems of Americanization and naturalization-
prohlem vitally involved with the future of our common-
wealth. 
To the general reader, the conclusion is to be tre sed that 
there is no justification either to despise the attainment 
of the foreign born and hi offspring, or to ublimate hi 
achievement unduly at the expen e of the native American. 
In general, there are no such marked difference in native 
attainment, as to justify the sort of sweeping as ertions 
cited in the early part of thi study. On the other hand, the 
handicap which does exi t, one of language difficulty, is 
one that is very real, and i not to be di mi sed with a laugh 
and an as umption that thi difficulty carries with it native 
incapacity. The real po. ition to be taken i that thi 
handicap is a formidable ob tacle to proper progress of the 
foreigner not only in school, but in all walks of life, and that 
it i the concern of every merican to see that all po sible 
steps are taken to remove the difficulty . 
• 
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